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Supplying the remote communities with electric energy, even in a developecl country like

Canada, has a great importance from several points of view. Some benefits include improv-

ing the life-style of such communities, and preparing the conditions for establishment of

more industrial enterprises in such locations through the continuous supply of reliable, non-

limited volumes of cheap energy.

DC transmission can be an economical way of supplying energy to remote loads. In this case,

the problem of inversion of DC power to AC at the load location ancl the necessary commuta-

tion techniques must be well addressecl.

The dual wouncl synchronous machine is a suitable means for this purpose. It provicles AC

voltages through the motor action to perform commutation on the inverter. And it supplies

electric energy to the load through the generator action, taking place within the single ma-

chine.

In the curent study, the clual wound synchronous machine is studied, and a digital modei is

developed to simulate the transient and the steady state operation of the machine in conjunc-

tion with EMTDC program.

Operation of a system consisting of the machine, the inverter, and the rectifier, separated by

a iong, monopolar DC transmission line is simulated. The results indicate that the machine

successfully performs commutation on the inverter, that the machine can be started from

standstiil by Static Variable Frequency Starting techniques, i.e., by pulsing the rectifier on

and off at low frequencies, and that the machine can be brought to rated speed by a proper

closed-loop conffol system.
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There are many remote loads far from a sotuce of AC generation in Manitoba, currently be-

ing supplied by diesel generation. As the loads grow, the desirability of connecting these

loads to the AC system increases [1].

Rural electrification is of great economic and social significance in both developing and de-

veloped countries. Many isolated communities however are still lacking unresticted low

cost electricity. In Canadafor example, about onepercent of the nationalpopulation or over

200,000 people are without access to services and amenities most Canadians take for

granted. One problem facing the residents of these communities is how to supply themselves

with energy for their daily needs. Their communities are not connected to electrical grids and

natural gas networks. Oil, for heating and diesel, whether trucked, barged, or flown into the

villages and homes, is expensive [2].

In some parts of the Northwest Territories, electricity costs 70 cents per KWh. In southern

Canada, electric energy consumers typically pay well under 10 cents per KWh. Elecrical

services in isolated locations can be limited to levels sufficient only for a radio and a few light

bulbs [2].

High cost electrical supply at limited levels discourages conxnercial and indusfüal enter-

prises. Consequentþ jobs and income levels are restricted. Inadequate energy supplies also

cause hardship for individuals and communities in matters of health, safety, comfort and con-

venience. Normal community services and infrasructure, such as sanitation,lighting, edu-

cation and transportation can be maintained only with difficulty. In short, the lack of a secure

energy supply is a major impediment to individual and community development [2].



The long distances, diffi.cult terrain and small loads are not attractive for establishing con-

ventional transmission line connections to the main electrical grids. Flowever, emerging

technologies offer lower cost options for realistically extending rural electrification pro-

grams to service isolated loads [2]"

In the current sfudy, proven technology in the freld of power electronics willbe used for a

new application, i.e. supplying remote loads with electric energy, using DC transmission.

Although neither the transmission distance nor the power to be transmitted to remote loads

can be regarded as advantageous for DC transmission, nevertheless other constraints tend

to favor DC uansmission. The line costs for a monopolar line at relatively low voltages are

cheaper than a three phase line. Generally, the rectifier stations for the DC transmission can

be constructed at existing stations, using existing DC collector systems including fTlters and

ea-rth electrodes [1]. Besides, the ever-decreasing costs of semiconductor devices, further

improve the possibility of economically justifiable use of DC Íansmission for the current

purpose.

L.2 - R.eview of l-iterøtwre

In this section a quick review of literature, regarding those concepts needed for the cu1aent

study, will be made. Detailed discussions are to be pursued in references, as well as other

related sotuces.

1"2.1 - ÐC Trøwsnnissiow

Over the last two decades there has been an increase in acceptance of DC systems for power

transmission. There is a variety of reasons for this trend: DC systems are useful for power

transmission over long distances from remote energy sources; they can be used for intercon-

necting major AC systems; they can be used for improving the stability of existing AC sys-

tems; they can be used for controlling MVA short circuit capacities or they can be used for

crossing bodies of water. And there is a variety of other reasons [4].



The main motivation behind the choosing DC nansmission for the current pu4)ose is the fact

that transmission line costs must be kept to a minimum where small loads are to be electrical-

ly serviced over long distances. The conventional approach to transmission is the threephase

AC transmission line. Flowever, the use of single wire Iine with ground return is one cost--ef-

fective option woÍhy of consideration. The single-wire line could be excited at 60 Hz or

with DC voltage. For AC case, separate reservations, regarding VAR compensation at the

receiving end, must be considered [2].

n"2.2 - SernicondwctorVølve Groaps and Cow¿weatatiow

The function of converting AC to DC or DC to AC power can be achieved by valve groups

generally known as converters. These valve groups are formed by connecting a number of

semiconductor devices called thyristors to each other.

Thyristors can be defined as conû'ollable switches with two states of conducting and block-

ing. In order to tum on a thyristor, when its positive terminal, the anode, is positive, compared

to its negative terminal, the cathode, a control signal must be given to its gate terminal.

Turning off a thyristor, when it is conducting, is possible only if the cruïent passing through

it is broughtto zero.A reverse bias across the thyristor will then be necessary to help the thy-

ristor regain its blocking ability [5].

Converters, based on the direction of conversion between AC and DC, are divided to two

categories. The ones which converts AC to DC, orrectifiers, and the ones which convert DC

to AC or inverters [6]. One of the popular valve groups, used in different applications, is the

three phase Graetz bridge.

The Three Phase, Six Fulse Bridge Rectifiers

The bridge is shown in Fig. 1.1. At each specific instant one thyristor in the upper group and

one thyristor in the lower group is conducting. At øt = 30o (Fig. 1.2), where 7o starts to

become "morepositive" than Vr,the confrol signal can be given to the gaæ of p1 .In this



case, the current passing through Q5 will shift to Q1 , and the reverse voltage imposed on

p5 drives it to the blocking state. This phenomenon is called natural or line commutation.

Sending the control signal, or the firing signal as it is frequently called, however can be

delayed for some limited time. The delay ang\e, &, , thenplays an importantrole in dete¡min-

ing the shape of output voltage, as well as its mean or DC value. The mathematical relation-

ship between DC voltage and the delay angle can be showed to be as follows:

vd, =3 {t vrcosa, ( 1.1)
JT

V7 being the AC line-to-line voltage. Úr order to have proper rectification, the range of

variations of d must be confined between 0o and 90, [6].

Vo - stn(øt)
Vu = sin(øt -7200)
I/r=sin(øt+L20o)

Fí9. 1.1 - Three phase, six pulse bridge rectifier

Fig. 1.2 shows the input and output voltages for a, = 0o ( i.e., the fring signal has been given

exactly at the point of natural commutation). In Fig. 1.3, the same voltages are shown for

a = 25o . Note that the DC voltage is the difference between the AC voltage related to the

conducting thyristor in the upper group and that of the conducting thyristor in the lower

goup.
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The Three Phøse Inverters

As it was stated before, the class of converters which convert the DC power to AC power

are calledinvetters. Based on thenature of theirinput, theinverters are dividedto two catego-

ries. The ones with a stiff DC voltage as input, or Voltage Source Inverters (VSD, and the

ones with a stiffDc cuffent as input, or Current Source Inverters (CSI). The output of these

inverters is AC voltage or crurent, respecflvely, with a variable frequency, determined by the

speed at which the thyristors are fired.

The configuration is basically the same as that of the bridge rectifier, and is shown in Fig.

r.4.

V' o = sin(ør)
V'b = sin(øt -I20o)
V'r=sin(ør+7200)

Fig. 1"4 - Three phase inverter

The relationship between the DC voltage, AC voltage, and G, is the same as (1.1), but to

make the inversion happen, i.e., to make the active power flow to the AC part from the DC

part, G, must be between 90o and 180' [6]. The inverter input and output voltages are

shown in Fig. 1.5 for a = L70o .

As it may be clear from the above diagram, for a n-phase inverter to work properly, there

must be a system of n-phase AC voltages generated in the load system to make the commuta-

tion between thyristors possible. If such voltages do not exist, auxiliary circuits and devices
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will be needed to perform " Forced Commutation" on the inverter. In fact, the problem of

commutation in inverters is one the most important problems to be considered and solved

before any successful design and implement¿tion can be achieved.

The dual wound synchronous machine, to be studiedlater,has the ability to create necessÍrry

voltages on the load side, and to successfully perform commutation on the inverter.

Before closing this section, one important point regarding a must be discussed. Because of

the presence of high inductances in the circuits, the current in an out-going thyristor can not

be brought to zero instantaneously. This is also the case with the increasing current in the

in-+oming thyristor. Therefore, for a period of time the current in the out-going thyristor

decreases exponentially, while the current in the in-<oming thyristor increases exponential-

ly. The sum of of these two currents is always equal to the DC current. During this period

of time, which is called the overlap angle and is shown by ït ,the output voltage is equal to

the mean value of the voltages related to the commutating thyristors.
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Also, before a thyristor can completely gain its blocking ability, a negative voløge must be

applied on its terminals and the voltage must remain negative for a specific period of time.

This period of time is called the turn-{ff angle and is shown by y .

Therefore, although it was previously stated that for inversion to take place, ø must be be-

tween 90o and 180",practically a, çaînotbelargerthan 180" - þ. Ê,whichiscalled

the advance angle, is :

þ =y+!.4 (1"2)

Fig. 1.6 shows the voltages of upper and lower thyristor groups in an inverter, while ø

equalto 1800 -þ,1= 10o,andy = l0o.Typically the B angleislimitedto 10o

150 [6].
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1.2.3 - SyreckronffiEs Møckiwes

Synchronous machine is one of the most known and utilized types of the extended family

of elecnic machines. From huge nuclear power plants, where tremendous amounts of elec-

ftic energy is produced by synchronous generators, to small indusnial workshops, in which
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constant speed for assembly lines is gained from synchronous motors, this kind of electric

machine is present. Other applications of synchronous machines include speed conft.ol by

variable frequency sources, production ( or consumption ) of reactive power for voltage con-

trol ( known as synchronous condenser ), etc"

The machine is divided to two main parts; armature, which delivers or receives AC power,

and field, which receives DC power and is responsible for producing the necessary electro-

magnetic field in the air-gap of the machine as a medium for conversion between electric

and mechanical energy. Besides these two pús, there are certain iron bars, embodied in the

moving part of the machine, the roto¡ which help the machine accelerate faster during sta-rt-

ups, or dampen the oscillations of the rotor during fransient disturbances. These components

a¡e known as damper windings.

Except for large turbine-generators, designed to work at high speeds of 3600 rpm or 3000

rpm ( 60 Hz and 50 Hz respectiveþ ), at nuclear or thermal power plants, and therefore hav-

ing cylindrical rotors, most synchronous machines have salient pole rotors, i.e., in certain

parts of the rotor, the air-gap between rotor and the fixed part of the machine, stator, is con-

siderably less than the air-gap in the other parts. This difference in the air-gap causes varia-

tions of electromagnetic reluctance in the space between rotor and stator, and consequently

the reactance of windings mounted on different parts of stator will be dependent on the posi-

tion of the rotor. Thus, in order to be able to analyze the performance of the machine effec-

tively, one has to somehow distinguish between different pafts of the rotor. This distinction

is very well done by defining two axes on the rotor, namely the direct axis, on which the air-

gap is atits leastpossible magnitude, and the quadrature axis, on which the air-gap is maxi-

mum. As it may be evident from the above ûerminology, these two axes are peqpendicular

to each other, i.e., they are displaced by 90 electrical degrees.

In ordinary synchronous machines, in which the current in armature is considerably higher

than that of the field, the armature winding ( three similarly wound coils and displaced by



I20" ) is mounted on the stator to avoid the problem of tansmission of high currents through

the süp-rings. The field winding, in order to have the most effective electromagnetic field,

is mounted on the direct axis of the rotor. And finally for most applications, it is enough to

simulate the effects of damper bars in the rotor by considering two short-<ircuited windings,

with their own resistance and induct¿nces, each mounted on one of the rotor axes. These two

fictitious, but important, windings are known as KD and KQ windings, for direct and quadra-

ture axes respectively. The other windings are named as: a, b, and c, for three-phase armature

windings, and F for field winding.

The steady state and transient performance of ordinary synchronous machines, including

elechomagnetic theory voltage and torque production, mechanical dynamics, and design

reservations are discussed in the literature in detail and will not be repeated here. Further de-

tails could be found, for example, in references [7,8,9].

1"3 - Tke Propøsed Sa&øeyrøe

The proposed scheme to be studied, consists of a rectifier, low voltage DC line (22.5 KV)

with a load commutated current source inverter ( CSI ) and a dual wound synchronous ma-

chine ( SM ) at the receiving end as shown in Fig. 1.7 .

Fig" 1 .7 -The proposed scheme

10



Commutation in the CSI is achieved atvery low frequency by pulsing the DC current, i.e.,

turning on and offtherectifier. As soon as the synchronous machine starts to rotate, thefield

circuit is energízed and the generated emf 's in the machine will perform commutation on the

inverter.

The advantages of the proposed scheme are [3]:

a) The cost is low; estimated at $200 - $250Æ(W for the complete system, apart from the

transmission line;

b) An AVR can be used on the synchronous machine for load voltage contol;

c) Filters may not be required on the load system;

d) The synchronous machine will provide continuity of suppty during short faults on the

fransmission system or converters. The CSI can be blocked or by¡lassed and resynchronized

to the machine very quickly; and,

e) Since the electrical load is supplied by the synchronous machine, instead of the inverter,

the conventional control and protection devices, used on diesel generator, can be used in this

system as well.

1"4 - Saope af t&ae Praject

The project will consist of the following tasks:

a) Study of the dual wound synchronous rnachine.

The machine will be studied from the circuitpoint of view, and general equations represent-

ing the behavior of the machine, as well as the equivalent circuits for the machine wilt be

derived.

b) Modellíng of the dual wownd synchronous machine.

The machine will be digitally simulated with avariable displacement angle, y , between the

windings. The program will be a compatible subroutine for the EMTDC program.

11



c) System studíes.

Some operating aspects of the system, including stafüng and accelerating the machine will

be examined. The main objective will be to examine the possibility of using Static Variable

Frequency System ( SVFS ) techniques to stafi the synchronous machine, as well as bringing

it to rated speed, in the presence of a long ftansmission line.
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Of special interest in the crrrent study is the dual wound synchronous machine. This type

of synchronous machine is designed basically like an ordinary synchronous machine. The

only difference, compared to corrunon type of synchronous machine, is that in the dual

wound synchronous machine, there a¡e two sets of armature windings in the stator, each set

consisting of three identical coils, displaced by I20 electical degrees. The two sets are

mounted in the same slots on the stator, but the magnetic axis of each coil in one set is dis-

placed by an angle, say y , with respect to its counterpart in the other set. For instance, if
the three coils in first set are named as a, b, and c, and the three coils in the second set as x,

y,andz,thenaandx,band¡andcandzaredisplacedbyy.Theadditionofthesecond

set of windings results in the complication of relationships between existing coils in the ma-

chine, i.e., there are not only certain interactions between each set of armafure windings and

therotor windings, but also between the two sets of windings themselves. Based on the inter-

action between these two sets, if one of them is connected to a three-phase AC soruce, a

three-phase voltage system will be generated in the other one. The magnitude of generated

voltage will be dependent on the turns ratio of the two windings, and it will be displaced by

/ ' 
compared to the sourcevoltage. This transformationcharacteristic of thedualwound syn-

chronous machine is the reason why it has been chosen for the proposed scheme.

Considering the above definitions and using a single coil placed on the magnetic axis of each

actual coil, the diagram of a dual wound synchronous machine, consisting of six armatue

12



coils, one field coil on direct axis, and two damper coils on direct and quadrature axes, is

shown in Fig. 2.1"

As it can be seen from the Fig.2.1, the quadrature axis is assumed to be leading the direct

axis. The set x,y, and z leads the set a, b, and cby y. And finally 6 is the angle between the

electromagnetic axis of the coil a and the direct axis. Damper windings KD and KQ are

short-circuited, as there is no access to them and there is no voløge source in their circuits.
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Fig.2.1- Diagram of a Dual V/ound Synchronous Machine
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It may be noteworthy that there is a certain relationship between electrical degrees and me-

chanical degrees, i.e., the electrical degree is f times the mechanical degree , p being the

number of magnetic poles. From this point, the electrical degree will be simply referred to

as degree, unless otherwise stated. Also fromnow on "machine" willbe usedinstead of "dual

wound synchronous machine", unless otherwise stated.

In the next sections of this chapter the general equations governing the electrical and me-

chanical behavior of synchronous machine will be considered. Relationships between cur-

rents and voltages, equations for power and torque and equivalent circuits for machine will

be derived. Finally, some experimental observations, regarding some of the parameters of

a synchronous machine will be presented.

2.2 - T&øe Wwified T&øeory af Electric Mæa&siwes

In this section the unified theory of electric machines will be introduced. This method of ana-

lyzing machines, briefly, considers each and every machine as a set of coupled coils, whose

inductances vary with rotor position. The spirit of this theory is that "The performance of

any machine under any condition of operation may be analyzed or predetermined in terms

of measurements made solely at the terminals and shaft of the machine when machine is sta-

tionary" [7] . The outcome of this approach oould be summari zedby saying that "The per-

formance of any type of machine under any condition is governed by a single voltage equa-

tion and a single torque equation" [7] .This method is concerned exclusively with the circuit

theoryof machines, i.e., measurements aremadeonly atterminals andthe shaft, andmachine

is analyzed solely in terms of quantities derived from these measuremonts. The measured

quantities are primarily voltage, current, power, torque, and speed and derived quantities are

resistance and various types of inductance. No attention is paid to the form of internal con-

sftuction ( the number and distribution of turns, the length of the air-gap and so on ) to pro-
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duce the circuit effects at terminals, or to the quantities like magnetomotive force, ctuïent

density, flux density, flux linkage, and permeance Ul .

Various aspects andadvantages of thismothod, along withtheresults of comparisonbetween

analytical and experimental observations, are discussed in different sources, especially in

reference [7] .

2.3 - Geweræl Nqwøtdorøs

Following the discussion in the previous section, one quickly finds that the dual wound syn-

chronous machine can be regarded as an assemblage of nine coupled coils, each consisting

of aresistance and a self-inductance, coupled with othercoils by certain mutualinductances.

As it was pointed out in Section 2.L, the coils will be named as : a, b, and c for the fhst set

of armaturewindings, x, y, andzforthesecond set of armaturewindings, Fforthefieldwind-

ing and KD and KQ for damper windings" Before innoducing the equations, however, it must

be noted that the mutual coupling between damper coils is zero l7l .

In this step a crurent and an applied voltage is assigned to each coil and simple and well-

known equations governing the relationship between these parameters along with coil resis-

tances, self-inductances, and couplings will be written. Using matrix form, the following

equation holds:

v- z (2.r)

in which:

W.,

v¡
llr¿
vkq

va

r6
vc

vx

vy

atr
rt ¿I
¡nnl

i"l
íøl
í"1
"I
?lrvl
irJ

r/-

yz

and,
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and Z is:

R¡+ Lp Mrap 0 pMor
MfaP R*¿i fup - 0 pM"a

0 0 R¡çq+ LkqP pMoo
PMo¡ PMad PMoq Ro+pLo
pMbf pMø¿ pMuq pMob
PMrf pMc¿ PMrq pMo"
pM*Í PMr¿ pMrq pM*
pMy¡ PMyd pMyq PMoy
pMt PMzd pMrq pMo,

l7'ooV,uV'oztr
& - lZTsZÍZnl

lzrrv,rrzrrj

pMu¡

PMu¿
pMuq

PMab
R6+pL6

PMu,
PMut
pMuy

PMut

PM"f
PMc¿
PM"q
PM*
PMu,

R, + pL,
PMu
PMrt
PM",

pM*¡
PMx¿
PM*q
PM*
PMø,
PMr*

Rr+pL*
pM*y

PM,,

PMyf pMx
PMyd pM)¿
PMvq PMrq
PMoy þMo,
PMuy pMu
PM"y PM",
PM* PM,,

n, + pt, pMy,

PMy, RI+PL,

rn the above Ø maûix,p is the time derivative operand and is used instead of . As it can

be seen, the mutual inductances between F or KD and KQ are entered as zero. Also thep

operates on all mutual and self-inductances as they vary with the position of the rotor and

therefore with time, except for those of the rotor windings, because of their constancy regard-

less of the position of rotor.

For the sake of convenienc e, Z wtfl be partitioned to nine 3 *3 matrices, and then each one

of them will be considered sep¿Ìrately. The result is:

d

dt

and,

Ø\o
eLo
z5,t

(2.2)
Øot =
Zoz =
Øn=

a. Zss :

This matrix contains the parameters concerning the coils on the rotor and their inte¡actions

with each other. All the parameters are constant and do not vary with the position of the rotor.

all parameters in Zss are the same as those in (2.1).

b.Øs:

This mafix contains themutual inductances between the coilsin setnumber one onthe stator
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and the coils on the rotor" The coupling between a coil on stator and a coil on the rotor is maxi-

mum when their axes are aligned, is zero when their axes are perpendicular, and is minimum

( or negative ) when their axes are aligned on a direct line but with opposite directions. Know-

ing the above and remembering that: i) When a and F are aligned, 0 is zero, ii) b and c are

lagging aby l20o and 240o, respectively, the formulas forparameters in Ø1g canbe writ-

ten as follows :

Mof = Mycos 0 Mo¿ - M¿coSA XÍae = -Mhsin@

Mbf = Mrycos(6 -I20o), Mø¿= M¿cos($ -I20o), Mbq= -M7sin(@ -L20o)

¡[cf = M1¡cos(0 + L20o), Mcd= M¿cos(0 + I20o), Mce -Mrssin(@ + L2Oo)

in which :

M V : Mutual inductance between coils in set number one and the field winding, when their

axes are aligned,

Mu : Mutual inductance between coils in setnumber one and the direct axis damper, when

their axes are aligned,

MM : Mutual inductance between coils in set number one and the quadrature axis damper,

when their axes are aligned.

c. Øzo :

This manix contains the mutual inductances between coils in set number 2 on the stator and

coils on the rotor. All discussions for Øg arevalid here, except that, since set number 2 is

leading set number I by y , the effect of y must be considered. If the angle between coil

x and the direct axis is caIleda, then :

a=0+y (2.3)

therefore it is enough to replace 0 n Zrc by 0 + y . Also, since the formulas are being de-
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veloped in a general manner, i.e., there is room for possible differences between the two sets

of windings in the anîature ( e.g. turns ratio not equal to one ), the constants in formulas for

Ørc wlIL be replaced with new proper constants. Therefore the equations for Ø2g are as

follows:

Mrf = M2¡cos(0 +y) , Mxd.= Mz¿cos(8 +y) , Mrq- -Mzssin(6 +y)

Myf = M2¡cos(0 +y -r}}o),My¿= M2¿cos(0 +y -Lz}o),Myq- -Musin(8 +y -r20')
M,f = M2¡cos(0 +y + L2}o),M,d- M2¿cos(0 +y + I20o),p[,8 = -M2ssin(6 +y + L20o)

wherethedefinitionof Mr, , M. ,and tut, isthesame as Mlr , M6 ,ønd M,o respectively.

d.z1 :

This matrix contains the parameters concerning the coils in set number 1 on the stator and

the interactions between them. The resistances are constant and since the coils in each set

are identical, the resistances are the same, oÍ :

Ro=Rt=Ær=Rt.

Self-inductances of the coils vary with the position of the rotor. When the axis of each coil

is aligned with d-axis, the flux linkage is maximum, because the magnetic path shows least

possible reluctance, therefore the coil self-inducønce will be maximum at such a position.

But because of the shape of the rotor, consider for example coil a, this situation happens on

0 = 0' and 0 = 180' , thus the coil self-inductance is a functionof 2ß instead of 0 .It can be

shown that the self-inductance of each coil is always positive. This fact leads to the assump-

tion that the self-inductance of each coil on the stator consists of two parts. The first part is

a positive constant and the second part is dependent on 2ß . Therefore the self-inductances

for the set number 1 are as follows:

Lo= I'u* Lzrcos26 ,
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Lu = I-or * Lzt cos 2(0 - I20o) ,

L, = I'or* LztcosZ(8 + L20o) .

To find the proper formulas for the mutual inductances befween coils in each set, consider

coils a and b. These parameters too, consist of two parts. One part is constant and does not

vary with I . The other part varies with 6 , but like the self-inductance, this variation is de-

pendent on 2.0 . The magnetic path between phase a and b has a minimum reluctance when

0 = 6V , i.e., when the d-axis is exactly at the mid-way between the axes of the two coils,

therefore at| = 60" the mutual inductance between a and b is maximum. The constant part

in mutual inductance, however, is negative, because all coils are displaced with respect to

each other by angles greater than9ff ,i.e., 12C. " Considering above discussion, the mutual

inductions in Øg arc:

Mqb = - Mu + Mzt cos(20 - I20o),

Mo, = - Mot+ Mzt cos(20 + LZV) ,

Mbr=-Mu*IVtrzrcoszî 
"

The results of experimental observations done on a dual wound synchronous machine for

Møb, presented in Section 2.9, shows good accordance with the above formulas.

e. Ø22:

This matrix is the same as Ø11 , except that it is concerning the second set of windings on

the stator. All the discussions, and therefore formulas ,for Øg are still valid, the only differ-

ence being that one must replace constants properly, and replace 0 by 0 + y . Theformulas

are as follows:

Ão=Æy =Rr=R2,

and:
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L, = Loz* Lzzcos\(A +y) ,

Ly = Loz + Lzzcos 2(6 + y - t20o),

L, = Loz+ LzzcosZ(0 +y + I20o) ,

and:

Mry = - Moz* Mzzcos[2(6 + y) - L20of ,

M*, = - Moz+ MzzcoslZ(8 + y) + 120of ,

My, = - Moz* MzzcosÀ(0 + y) .

f. Ø21 :

This last, but not least, matrix contains the mutual inductances between the coils in set num-

ber 1 and the coils in set number Z.}Jere, again, the couplings consist of two parts. One part

which is not dependent on the position of rotor, and therefore constant from the point of view

of 0 , but is dependent on the angle between the axes of the two coils in question. In other

words, consider for example coils a and x, as the angle y decreases, the flux linkage and

therefore the mutual inductance between these two coils increases and vice-versa. This phe-

nomenon can be shown by multiplying the constant pfft of the mutual inductance by cosy ,

for a and x, and by the cosine ofproper angle for other couples. The second part which varies

with 0 , also obeys the same rule, mentioned for the constant part.

To find the proper expression for variations of parameters with g , thefollowing case will

be considered. For coils a and x, the magnetic path has its least possible reluctance, or the

largest possible permeance, when the d-axis is exactly at the mid-way between the axes of

a and x, or when :

0 _-L.
2

It is concluded that M* is maximum when 2.0 +y =0. This is the case also for M6, and
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ful ct . Therefore the second part of these three couplings are multiplied by cosel + y) . It can

be easily shown that this relationship is cos(20 +y-r20") for Mor, Mb*, and,h(rr, and

cos(?ß +y + L20') for Mor, Mby, and M r, .

Before writing the formulas, one last point must be considered. The constant p¿rrt in mutual

inductances between the coils of trwo sets is positive for those coils which are displaced by

angles less than 90o , and is negative for those coils which are displaced by angles greater

than that.

From the above discussions, we ate in a position to write the formulas for parameters i n Øzt ,

and thus complete the definition of parameters in Ø "Here they are :

M*- MscosT + Mzcosy cos(20 +y),

Moy= -Mscos(y +600)+Mzcos(y + 600) cos(20 +y -LZ}o),

Mo, = - Mscos(y -60o) + Mzcos(y - 60o) cos(20 +y + I2A\ ,

Mb*= -Mscos(/ -60o)+Mzcos(y-60') cos(26 +y -I20o),

Mby = MscosT + Mzcosy cos(20 +y + L20o),

Mb, = -Mscos(y + 600) + Mzcos(y + 600) cos(20 +y) ,

Mr*= -Mscos(y +600) + Mzcos(y +600) cos(20 +y + LZ}o),

¡4ct = - Mscos(y - 60o) + Mzcos(y - 60') cos(20 + y) ,

Mr, = MscosT + Mzcosy cos(20 +y -120o) .
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Again, the results of experimental observations for M o* and, M o, ,presented in Section 2.9,

show very good accordance with above expressions.

2"4 - T&øe dqø Trørøsføreyeetiûw

Up to this point, the formulas by which one can write complete relationships between all ex-

isting coils in the machine were developed. But, as is obvious from the first glance, these

are complex equations so that obtaining solutions for different modes of operation of the ma-

chine is difficult. The main difficulty arises from the lact that the differential equation

derived for each coil has coefficients which are functions of 6 , while I itself is a function

of time.

The above problem can be solved very effectively by the well-known active transformation

called the dqo fransformation. In fact this transformation not only eliminates g from differ-

ential equations, but also achieves one other important goal ,i.e. , it makes itpossible to fians-

form all different types of electric machines to a single DC machine model, in which there

are two perpendicular coils on the stator and two perpendicular coils on the rotor. This frans-

formation is discussed in detail in the majority of electric machinery sources, and is pres-

ented completely in reference [7], from which the necessary techniques will be taken.

Transformation is done in t'wo steps. First the three-phase machine with coils a, b, and c will

be transformed to a two-phase machine with coils a and þ and a zeÍo sequence coil called

0, and then the two-phase machine will be nansformed to a DC machine with two perpendic-

ular coils d and q and the zero sequence coil. The first step is called phase fransformation,

for it transforms a three-phase machine to a two phase one. The second step is called the

commutator transformation., as it transforms the two phase machine to aDC machine whose

coils on the rotor are made fixed via four commutators. The two steps can be accomplished

in one single step, and that is what is called dqo-nansformation.
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The phase transformation is achieved by the following transformation:

,=ã rrl, A 
o, I I

",= JZZL{,,¿ _iß :'¿T},

and the comrnutator transformation is achieved by :

0qd
o!-r o o 'l

cz= al o sing coso [ .

þLo coso -sindJ

It can be shown that both C, and C, are orthogonal transformations, meaning that :

C1 . Ct ={, and, C2.Ct2=ft,

in which Ct and Ct2 are transposed rnatrices of C1 and C2 , respectively, and X is the unit

matrix. Therefore the multiplication of these mahices is also orthogonal. In other words if:

C = Cr .C2 , Q.4)

then:

C . Ct =d.. e.5)

The reason for orthogonality being a necessity can be found from the following equations.

It was shown that for each machine :

Y =Z "1,
therefore :

Cr"V=C/.ø.f.
Now, if C. Cr =L ,itcan be written that:

Cr . V= C/. Z . C,. C/. l,



bywhich,thetansformedformof machinematricesarefound.ff v', l' ,and z'arethe

fransformed forms of V, I , and Z ,rcspectively, it is obvious that :

V'= C/. V,

['=Ct.{,
Z'=Ct.7,.C.

C , the multiplication of C1 and

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

C2 as it was pointed out

and,

Finally the dqo-transformation

before, is :

c,= I
V

a

;- ¿ [cos6L 
o l-sin63 o btlz

cos(O + L20o)X

- sin(8 + 1200) |L/I' J

Ct arise from the fact

b

cos(8 - L20")

- sin(6 - L20o)
rllt

The negative signs beforeparameters in the secondrow of

has been assumed to be leading d-axis"

Before starting to use the above transformation, one important point must be considered.

Suppose thata, b, and c in the above transformation are representin gabalanced three-phase

( sinosoidal ) voltage system. It is easy to verify that 0 component will be equal to zero. The

results of tests on synchronous machines show that the effect of zero-sequence ïow and col-

umn in the Íansformed impedance matrix is so small that it is quite legitimate to omit these

rows and columns from the matrix [7] .

In order to ftansform Z properly, special transformations must be assigned for each set of

the windings, i.e., coils on the rotor, set number tr, and set number 2, onthestator, have their

own special tansformations. Since the coils on the rotor are already on d and q axes, there

is no need to further transform them. Coils in the set number 1 will be transformed by CL ,

C! Ueing identical to above C' . Ci which fansforms set number 2, however, differs with

Cto inthe way that 0 i" A', has beenreplaced by 0 +y init. Therefor e Cr canbe written

AS:

(2.e)

thatq-axis
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in which :

and :

and :

fl 0 0l
c'=10 cL 01,

L00at

1=Lå:i]

abc

cL =';, lZ!-:n% :::f@",tr, j:å'ir..',','o),1 (2 10)

o1 v s lr¡,1-z U,lz t/,1, I

xyz
;f- cos(9+7) cos(0+7 -120) cos(0+7+120,) I
tf-"i;fiø -snr0+7-12u) -"*@;/vË12Ø.J ' Q'11)

l-1 o o I lzoo zu Øoztr !-1 0 0lz'=lo aL ollzro zn Ønl lo Co ol
Lo o ctÅ Lzro zzt zrrJ Lo o aJ

lT'w Z'u Z'0il
- lz'rc Ø'n Z'nN

LZ'to Z'zt Z'zÅ

d.,
cL= 

"l
Recalling the first partitioning which was made inZ , and using the formulas derived pre-

viousiy for ffansforming it, the process of ftansformation is as follows :

Consequentþ:

&'OO=ZOO , &'¡t=Ø¡tCo , Ø'02=Ø0zC*,

Ø'r0=CLZrc , Zoy=CtoØgC,o , Ø't2-CtoØp}*,

Ø'20 = C'r&zo , Z'21 = Ct*Ø21Co , &'?2 = Ct Z22C* .



Note that :

Ø'ot#Ø'tto , Z'oz#Wtzo , Ø'12#Ø'tzt

Each partition of z' , after applying corresponding transformations, will be as follows :

a. Z'N = Ø00.

b. Ø'0I = ØOtCo

c. Ø'02 = ØOzC,

d. z'Lo = cLØrc

e. Ø'zo = C*Øn

= Jll*rl *!,0å]

ßtrMz¡p o ol
= J;L*e' *f,0 3l

SYmvP MøP -¡ørn*1
,NMr¡* tr4q@ MUp 

I'L o o o J

ßf MrrP MuP -tørn'\
= { tL*'6* *'6' *H, 

l

f. Z'tt = Cto&.''go
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Nry+ t¿p -øLqt ol
= [ 

*to, Rr +oLøtP 
3J 

,

ln2+ t62¡t -øLqz 0l
= | @L¿z R2+Lqzp 0l ,

Lo o o.l

where:

and

g. Z'zz = Ct*Ø22C,,

where, by analogy :

h. Ø'21 = crøzrc,o

where:

and,

L¿t = tr-ot* Mot+*trr* Mzt,

Lqr = Lot* *r-*tzt-Mzt.

Ltz= Loz* Mw+ltrr* Mzz,
'¿

Lú¿ = [.oz+ t tor-Il-rz- Mzz .

2

lm* o -ú) Mds 0l
=Y y* *oóo 

3l

M¿¿=)*r+Mzcosy,

M¿n=t*r-M2cosy 
"
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- û)Ì/f ds
M¿qp

0

M¿¿ and M¿n are the same as in Z'zt. Note that conûary to what was seen before, these

last two matrices are identical.

With all partitions of z' beingderived, the final matrix consisting of relationships between

voltages, culTents, and impedances of all coils, transformed to d and q axes, is now ready.

Although deriving this matrix is somewhat tedious, obviously because of the amount of

mathematical work involved, the final form is simple and needs only be calculated once. The

final transformed equations are as follows:

V' = Z'"W' (2.12)

in which:

V'=

and :

I utoop

=YK*
ol
ol 7

oJ

v¡1
vkdl
vkql

'#l

vqzJ

l'=

u1
rkdl

'fÅ

t)rl
iln J

rvl
u

R¡+L¡ n M¡a p
M¡a P Ry¿ + L¡ç¿ p

00
Jîþur,¡ p J1þmro p

Tþar¡ * /yzuro *

0
0

R¡rn+ L¡ro p

-Tþmrn *
$¡zmrn p

-$þM2n ø

fíþmrn p

l-¡zmr¡ p I
lt¡zm,o , 

l-3/;Mrn o
R7 + L¿p -øLqr

@La R1+Lqt P
M¿¿ P -ØMdc
øM¿¿ M¿q p

lYzmr¡ p I
,Fnyr, o ßT]r, o

M¿¿ P -cÐMds

øM¿¿ Mø P
R2+ L¿2 p -øLqz
ØL*n R2+ Lqz p

lîþmr¡ p Jîþura p

Jyzu2¡ * $þa2¿,



trt is clear that the application of the dqo transformation on the original impedance mahix

eliminates the rows and columns representing the zero sequences. Therefore, although under

some special circumstances, the zero sequence currents may be present in the machine, the

zero sequence voltages do not appear in the equations, and thus, the rank of the final matrices

has been reduced from 9 to 7.

2"5 - M.eøl erud K.eæctive Powers

Inasystemwithvoltage v < 0' andcuüent I <. -ø" , v and r beingthepeakvaluesof sine

waves, the real and reactive powers, P and Q respectivel¡ are found by following relation-

ships:

and,

Tr =rVIcosQ ,

P=|wsnø.

Consideringtheper-unitvalues of v, , vz , It ,and I",indqsystem, andassumingthatboth

currents are lagging their corresponding voltages by /, and rp, , respectively, the formulas

for P and Q in dq system can be derived from the phasor diagram inEig.2.2.

Knowing that:

T
Pr = Tvr[rcos f,1 e

and P, = lV2I2cosS2 e-2
and using the following frigonometric equations:

1

Qt = iu¡rsitØt,

ez=!v*rs,l.ú2,2'

cos @1 = cos I cos(6 -þù + sin6 sin(6 -Øù ,

shdr = sin6cos(8 -óù-cos6sin(8 -Øù,
cosþ2= cos(8 +y) cos(8 +y -þù +sin(8 +y) sin(g +T -Øù,

and s^úz= sin(6 +y)cos(6 +T -Øù-cos(0 +y)sin(0 +T -þù,



Fig.2.2 - Phasor diagram of voltages and currents in dq system

the equations for powers could be re-written as follows:

Pt=|vl, I cos 0cos(T-ût)+sin6sin(@ -úù]

1

- ,lvtcos 0 11cos(6 -þù+ Iz1sin6 11sin(6 -þt)l

- lvortol+ vqúqi , (2.r3)
z

and by the same approach ( using proper tigonomefic equation from above ) ,

Qt = |ru*u^-vaúqil

P2 = Lrfu*t*+ VnzIqz) ,

Qz = |rr*r*-v¿2lqz) .

(2.r4)

(2.1s)

and finally,

JI

(2.16)



2"6 * Ðlectroyraeaþøøwfaøl Tørqwe

There is another way to derive the equations for different powers in the machine, by which

the equations for the machine torque will be found. In this method total power in the machine

is divided to three parts, namely, ohmic loss in the windings, stored energy in machine elec-

tromagnetic field, and electromechanicalpower. The latter could be used to derive the equa-

tions for electromechanical torque.

As it was shown before, machine equations can be written in the following form:

Y =Z .\,
it can be shown that the total power in machine is equal to :

F = l/. V= Kt .7, .y, ,

in which It is transposed matrix of [ . For more convenience, Z manix( here Z is the frans-

formed impedance matrix, as it is the case with V and I ) will be divided to three different

mahices, namely:

Ø=W+pryfl+Ø G,

in which:

and:

[nrooooool
lo n- o o o o ol
lo o noo o o o ol

o=lo o o R, o o ol,
l0 0 0 0 Ã, 0 0l
lo o o o o R, ol
1000000R,J

fLrlw
ffi= 

I q'"
L5ß*'

M.,
Lk¿

0

11þu,o
0

,f ryu*
0

0
0

I_*s

0

$þu,,
0

$þu,

ffimo
fîþru,o

0
L¿t

0
Mdd

0

0
0

lz¡ztø,0
0

Lqt

0
Mdq

$þm,
ßlzu-

0
Mdd

0
L¿z

0

0
0

f rym,
0

M,-
0

Lqz

and finally:
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Ç=

Therefore the total power is:

W =lt. V= Xt . ø. I . = {/.R.{+Etp&ï"Ë +lt.ø G .f 
"

The above power components are:

l'"R.K: Ohmic losses in the machine,

W.pfvl"E: Stored energy in the electromagneric field,

Yt.a G .I: Electromechanical power.

Using the following mechanical equation:

Tr*= fu,
(r)

electromechanical torque ,Tr*, will be:

Trm=Ir'øG'r=rt.G.{"
û)

G being defined in above, and knowing that:

O =l+ í¡¡¿ í¡,q í¿1 i¿z iqL in, f ,

the result of multiplication is:

Tr*={t.G.l

= -i¿tl f Wmr, i¡,n+ Lqúq1+ M¿q iqz)

-0000000
oo9oooo
0000000
oo-dîþm,,0-"oro-M¿q

lyzuu $þm,o o Lor o Md¿ o0 o -Jîþm, "9 -A,, 0 -Lqz

- lryu, f Yzu. b -' Md¿ o ' Ld2 o'

+ iq{ J Z/zutv A" lTÞMu in¿* Ln i¿1+ M¿¿ i¿21



OT:

in which:

- ínl $þ uta ien + M ¿, i4 + Lqz iqz\

+iqzl /Z/zaU ir" FÞMza im*M¿¿ i¿1+L¿ inf ,

Tr* = inrÃa + inz)"n- í¿1Lqt- i62Ãqz ,

Ãn = lz¡zuu ir" lØMu iu* La i¿1* M¿¿ i¿,

Ã¿z= Jl/zmu ir" lTÞMu im+ M¿¿ i¿1* L¿2 í¿,

Aqt = lWmtn i¡,n* Lqyiqy* M¿q iq2,

and, Aqz = J W Utrn i¡çq+ M ¿q i4 + Lqz iqz.

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

(2.20)

(2.2r)

2"7 - Eqrøivølewt Circwits af tke NÍøc&øiyae

It is a common practice to find an equivalent circuit for a machine. These circuits satisfy the

equations of the particular machine being studied, and are often of assistance in obtaining

numerical results. Equivalent circuits are of particular value for AC problems, for which the

numerical results can be obtained either by digital or with the aid of analog means [8].

Before deriving equivalent circuits, one assumption must be made. The equivalent equations

so far derived for machine hold whether or not the quantities are in a per-unit basis. They

become easier to handle, however, if per-unit values are used, and , in addition, if it is as-

sumed that the four per-unit mutual inductances on direct axis are all equal ( the same as-

sumption holds for the two mutual inductances on quadrature axis ). The assumption is very

nearly true for a normal synchronous machine, because the leakage fluxes of the field coil

and damper bars are distinct and there is a single main flux linking them and the armafure

windings [8].
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Using the equations derived in Seotion 2.4, and considering the above assumption, following

ci¡cuits are developed for direct and quadrature axes, separately:

a Ã0, 'R1 Ll

v¡

Ru

+-
4
l¿

g

ø Ac,

3
I¿t

R2

++
in

Fig.2.3 - Equivalent cfucuit for direct axis

and:

+
lql

a loz R2 Lz

+
iû

Fig.2.4 - Equivalent circuit for quadrature axis

In the above equivalent circuits, the separation of circuits for direct and quadrature axes has

been made possible by detining speed voltages @Ãn , øA¿2 ,øÃqt , andtøÃqz, which are as

follows:

û¡Aa= Ø I Lti¿t+ Lpp(i¿1+ in) + L¡apQ¿1+ i62+ t¡+ ià l

= (1) I (h * Lnn + I-¡ap)i¿1+ (I-nn + L¡ap)i¿2+ L¡4pi¡+ Luoím I , e.ZZ)

ØÅ.¿=¡1¡ L Lzin+ LppQ¿1+ in) + L¡ap(i¿1+ i¿+ t¡+ im) I

+

4
v^

ø

LMD %
I*¿

JJ



=(Ðl

aÃú= ø I

-ú) t

a¡Aø= Ø I

=@l

(Lz+ Lno * Lt¿n)in + (Lnn + L¡ap)i¿1+ L¡api¡+ Lmnim I , Q.Z3)

Lyi.qt+ I-eq(i6+ iqù + [,7agQ4* inz* iA) )

(Iq + Lne + L¡ap)i4 + (LnA + L¡ag)iqz + L¡agi¡çq l,

Lziqz+ L72g(i4+ í.qz) + L¡a9Q4* iqz* iQ )

(Lz+ Lne+ L¡ag)iqz+ (LnA+ L¡ag)i4 + L¡agi¡çq I .

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.27)

If the ohmic voltage drop in each loop is pulled out from right-hand side of the equations

to the left-hand aside, the equations will be simplified, and the new equations, governing

the behavior of the machine in dq system will be as follows:

, (2.26)

and :

li';:iÅ::-fr:',4= [ Lp 
],L ;'--å:i,

lrnr - Øln - Riqtf, t-

lrrr-øAn-R2iq2l = I

L 0 - Rpqitq .Í L

LO 
]'VÅ

By equatin gthe Lp and Lp matrices with previously developed formulas for the machine,

parameters in these matrices will be found according to actual parameters in the machine.

The process is as follows:

fL*o+ Lr-+ L, Lro+ Lr- Luo Luo I
I L*+Lr- L*+Lr-+L, Lu, Luo å

I L*o Lu, L*, + L.o + lo, I-yo + L3op t
L Lro Luo Luo+ h¿o Lyp+ L3ap+ L*J

and:

[ '¡¡: Yi J1-¡zu"gþru'o]
=l ffi ,,,,tut u rrF' ?,,rø, 

ß / z u' l'
L|zlznt,"J3lzMu Mro rL _j

F-Í
I Lrn+Lrrn+L, Lye*Lpp Lua I l- Lqt Mdq J-yzurf,

¡- 
L'a[,Ln"a t* * Í* * t",Í*r*J = 

L#*,, É *rlt-fry"J'



from which:

Lun * Lnn * Lt = tr n = L¡r+ MU+ I /2 Lzt+ M21,

Lmn * Lno * [-z = L¿z = [,02+ MOz+ I /2 Lzz* Mzz,

Lun * Ls+o * L3n = Lf ,

Luo*Lzqo*L4p=Lk¿,

Luo * Ltzo = M¿¿ = 3 /2 M0 + Mzcosy,

Lmo= $-¡zmrr= ft¡zttto= JîÞrro= lz/zMza,
and:

Lme+ Lne+ L7 = Lqr = Lyt * Mot - I /2 Lzt - Mzt,

LuO + Lne+ L2 = Lqz - Lsz * Moz- I /2 Lzz- Mzz,

I'ue+L+e= Ltq,

L¡te+ Lne= Plon= 3/2 Mo-M2cosy,

tr me= Jzlzurn- Js/zaqn.

In above equations, parameters in right-hand side are the same parameters which were de-

fined in Section 2.3.

2"8 - Nf ec&eæyøicøf Ðyraøweics of, t&ae Mf øc&a.iwe

The electromechanical equations for a synchronous machine can be found directþ from

equating the inertia torque ( equal to the moment of inertia, -I, times the angular acceleration)

to the net mechanical and electromechanical torque acting on the rotor [9]. Thus:

.ûo ^ dotæ= lem-lmech.-U 
d, 

,

where:



and,

6 = angular position of the rotor,

Te*= electromechanical torque accelerating the rotor,

T*"rh. = mechanical load torque on the shaft,

D = damping coefficient.

The above equation is written for the motor operation and the same equation can be written

for the generator operation by changing the signs of Tr* and Trn"¡..

Therefore, the rate of change of the rotor speed , @ = 4 ,will be found as:-dtdf

Tr*-Tmech.- Dø
(2.28)

The above equation for

any time.

be used later, in modeling the machine, to calculate @ at

2"9 - Experirwewtø{ tbsewøtiores

Some experimental observations were conducted on a dual wound synchronous machine,

with y = 30o. The aim was to observe the steady-state behavior of the machine, as well as

the form of some of its importantparameters. The parameters being studied were Mo6 ,M*,
and Mor. Other parameters of machine are well-discussed and observed in literature and

numerous studies. To measure the values of the above parameters, along with their variations

with the position of the rotor, 0 , the following circuit was used:

c2

Fig.2.5 - Circuit f,or rneasuring mutual inductances

drr)_=
dt

dû)_will
dt

c1

oo
JÔ



in which Cr is coil a in set number 1, and C2 is the coil whose mufual inductance with a

is being studied. At time /s S is closed and it remains closed until i", reaches to its final

value. M is a digital oscilloscope which measures the voltage of the second coil and calcu-

lates its integral from /g to oo . Since :

Vrr= Mrr,
at

the mutual inductance M"r", is found from the following equation:

Mrrr, =
Ii u,, at

I c.,

(2.2e)

because of closing the switchwhere 1", is the change in the value of the current in coil C1

,S. In other words:

Ir, = irr(æ) - ir,( to ) .

The values of Mo6 , M*, and Mo, , vvere found at ten different 0's and are presented in

Table 2.7.

Table 2.1 -Measuredvalues forM"6 , M* , Mo"

0 M M"b (mIÐ M"" (m.ÍÐ M", (mIÐ

0
20
40
60
80
1m
120
L40
160
180

-0.325
-0.2æ
- 0.140

- 0.i30
- 0.170

-0.240
- 0.360

-0.370
- 0.380

- 0.300

0.5s0
0.450
0.270
0:u3
0.243
0.312
0.432
0s02
0.582
0.542

-0.600
- 0.s50

-0.475
- 0.380

-0.270
-0.2r0
-0.250
- 0.300

-0.470
- 0.580

The data were analyzedby two methods. First, by Fourier Discrete Transform ( FDT )

magnitude and the phase-shift of a sine-wave were found. Then by averaging the data,

the

the
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vertical shift of the sine-wave, with respect ta 0 -axis, was found.The results of analysis,

along with the formulas for each mutual inductance, proposed in Section 2.3, arepresented

here. The sine-waves derived for Mo6, M*, and, Mor, along with the specific points

derived from the experiment, a.re presented in Fig.2.6,Fíg.2.7,and Fig. 2.g, respectively.

a. Mab

Theoretical formula: Mab = - Mu + Mucos(2$ - IZ0o) ,

Results of analysis: Mot = 0.26 rnH , Mzr = 0.132 rtLI , phase shift = 110.5, .

Derived points are in good vicinity of the derived sine-vøave, and the biggest difference is

ITVo at 0 =20o "

"--""' Mcasucd Poinrc

€
à

-o.'to

-o.16

-o.22

-o.2a

-o-34

-o.4()

b"M*

Theoretical formula:

Results of analysis:

Mo*=Mgcosf+M2cosf

Mscos! = 0.398 mF{ =+

M2cosf = 0.177 nÉI =>

phase-shift = 3V .

cos(20 +y) ,

Mo=0.459 nEl,

Mz= 0.2044,

The biggest difference is 20vo at g = 40o ,butother points are veïy close to the sine-wave.

Fig.2.6 - Mutual I¡rductance of a and b

- 
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o.60

o.5l

o-42

o.33

o.24

o.15

Fig.2.7 - Mutual fnductance of a and x

-TTreoretiel 

Cwe """"' MeasEed Points

T?reta
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o 20 40 60 ao 100 120 140 160 1AO

C. Maz

Theoretical formula: Mo, = -Mscos(y - 60o) + M2cos(f - 60o) cos(2e +y + IZ0o) .

Forthisparameter,insteadof analyzingfhedata,theresultsof analysis for M* wereused.

The accordance between derived points and the sine-wave is perfect, and the biggest differ-

ence is 9Vo at 0 =0o .

Fig.2.8 - Mutual Inductance of a and z

- 

llt¡eoreticst Cupe "" Meâsued Points

N

-o.15

-o.24

-o.33

-o-42

-o.51

-o.60
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o 20 40 60 ao 100 12L^ 140 160 1Ao

The above results and discussions ensure the validity and reliability of the formulas infto-

duced to represent various parameters within the machine.
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2"Ãû - Sr¿rwryaøry af, t&øe C&øæpter

In this chapter, the dual wound synchronous machine was studied from the circuit point of

view. Using the techniques of the unified theory of elecnic machines, the general formulas

governing the behavior of the machine, as well as its equivalent circuits, were derived. At

the end, some experimental observations were conducted, and as a result, the validity of for-

mulas introduced to represent various parameters within the machine was verified.

+¿
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3"Ã - Xwtrodwctiøw

Digital simulation of power systems is one of the most advanced techniques developed for

analyzing the performance of different elements of power systems, individually or in the

form of a combination of them, and is made feasible by great improvements in the existing

computers. The need for such simulations rise from several facts, amongst which these are

the most important ones:

- Analysis and pre-determination of the response of large power system elements, such as

generators or transmission lines, to different disturbances or different load conditions is

not feasible in real systems.

- Considering the huge growth in the size and in the number of elements in existing power

systems, optimal operation of these systems, economicatly and technically, is a must. This

can not be achieved without analyzing different schemes in the design phase, which in turn,

is not possible without digital simularion,

and,

-Itis notalwayspossible to observetheinternalcharacteristics and conditions ofpower sys-

tem elements.

The main idea and background for digital simulation of elechomagnetic fransients was pres-

ented by FI. W. Dommel in the April of 1969 issue of IEEE Transactions on PAS. Since then,

considerable improvements have been achieved in digital simulation of power systems, by

+1



which the design of power systems, as well as the commissioning of these systems, has im-

proved drastically.

In this chapter, the different steps of modeling the dual wound synchronous machine, based

on the well-known simulation techniques, will be discussed and at the end, some of the re-

sults of such a simulation will be presented.

3.2 - W&{TWC Progrørw

Based on theinspirations of H. V/. Dommel, the creation and completion of the Elecnomag-

netic Transient DC program, EMTDC, has been going on jointly at Manitoba Hydro, Man-

itobaHVDCResearch Center, and The University of Manitoba since 1976 t101. During the

years, lots of contributions and enhancements have been made to E&ITDC to enforce its abil-

ity to analyze various power system elements. In the cuûent study, a compatible subroutine,

which is developed to analyze the transient performance of the dual wound synchronous ma-

chine will be presented.

EMTDC is a software package which simulates the power system in time domain. The algo-

rithm and the location of different subroutines and files inside the program is shown in Fig.

3.1. The program is written in FORIRAN codes t111. The general archiæcture of the ma-

chine, used to run EMTDC at the Manitoba F{VDC Research Center, is shown in Fig. 3.2.

Developed subroutines for different power system elements can be regarded as a pE module.

The key to creating models of dynamic systems with EMTDC is through the construction

and use of subroutines. A library of subroutines is available for many requirements of AC

and DC power systems modeling. If special models, functions, or algorithms are needed, the

user can construct them. A user-written subroutineknown as DSDYNconfrols the dynamics

of a simulation. Using FORTRAN statements, the usermay callany of the available subrou-

tines or functions supplied with EMTDC, or may develop new routines if these are not suit-

able [10].
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NITIALIZATION

FINISHED

WRITE
SNAPSHOT

IF NECESSAR
NETWORK
SOLUTION

STORE REQUESTED
OUTPUT

m%
E srunpsnor Få rrrr t

USER

ffi*ffi wRtrrEN
FILES

USER Eh4TDC
subroutine subroutine
library library

Fig. 3.1 - Simplified EMTDC Atgorithm Ftow Charr [11]

The data, necessa.ry to run the program, such as time step, duration of analysis, number of

sub-systems being studied, existing elements in each sub-system, etc., along with the num-

ber of outputs and data about specific powor system elements are fed to program through a
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datafile. The results of simulation, through the defined output channels, will be written in

an ouq)ut or snapshot file. And finally, the number, the nature, and the transmission of ouþut

variables is monitored by another user-written subroutine known as DSOUT.

Further details concerning the principles and methods used in EMTDC, along with insnuc-

tions for using different aspects of this program, can be found in ¡eference t101.

To other Parallel Frocessing Units CP : Communication Port
PE : Processing Element

Fig. 3.2 - Digital Simulator, Parallel Processing Unit [11]

3.3 - Mføc&aiwe Nqwøtioras

Based on the results of analysis of the dual wound synchronous machine in Chapter two, the

following equations are used to simulate the machine.

,V.orlu ltdzl
.L;l)

løAqt - Rú¿t1

løAqz- Rzinl
| -n¡r¡ I

L -Rruiø J

l'o._1
+ Lel ril ,

LO.I

= y;DI
(3.1)



*W= "rWT;*n\*wW (32,

in which l'] ana L:j ur"inverse matrices of l-¿ and E g, respectively, and :

and,

and,

lLra+ Lpg+ I-7 Lrue+ Lne Lue j
Lg = | L*A + Lne [.¡,te + Lpg + L2 Lue 

I

l- L¡øA l-ue Í-ue+ LqgJ

An , Ãn,Ãqr, and, Å"12 are the same as those defined in equati ons (2.22), (2.23), (2.24),

and (2.25), respectively.

Equations (3.1) and (3.2) aredirectþ de¡ivedfromequations(2.26) and(2.27),respectively,

and have made it possible to express the rnachine equations in the standard State Variable

form of:

åi = ,&X + BV (3.3)

in which the state vector X consists of the cu.rrents, and the input vector V consists of applied

voltages.

Also the following equations, derived in Chapter two, are used to find the complete solution

for the machine operation:

T *r, = iq Ãn + in2 Å"¿ - i¿1 Ãqr - i¿2 Ãqz ß.4)

lLro * Lpp * L1 L¡ap * Lep Lruo Lruo "l

y^_I Lro*Lnn Luo*trpp*I-2 Lun Lrun f

I Lro Lun L¡øo* L3ap* L3p Lmo * Lzqn I '
L L6 Luo L¡to * I-z+o Luo * L3ap + Lapl

A1



for electromechanical torque in the machine, and,

fu 
-Tr*-T*rrh.-Do)dtJ (3.s)

for mechanical dynamics of the machine. And finally, equations (2.13), (2.I4), (2.15), and

(2.16) will be used to find P1 ,Qt ,Fz, and Q2, respectively.

Fig. 3.3 - Model Scheme for Dual wound Synchronous Machine [10]
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3"4 * Ewterfæcirøg t&øe MÃøc&øirøe &6odel tø WMTWC

The model derived for the dual wound synchronous machine in the current study is essential-

ly identical to the model of ordinary synchronous machine existing in EMTDC, while the

necessary modifications and additions are made to adopt the model to the new conditions

and requirements.

In this model, the machine is represented as a current source into the EMTDC network. In

this approach, terminal voltages are used to calculate the currents to be injected to the system

t101.

Interfacing of the dual wound synchronous machine to the EMTDC program is shown in Fig.

3.3. The machine is terminated to the network through its characteristic impedance. Therea-

son why this type of connection is chosen is discussed in details in reference [10] and will

not be repeated here.

3.5 - lrzterføcirøg wit&ø Mec&eøwicøl æwd coratrol systene

Unlike the synchronous machine model in EMTDC, which was essentially written for syn-

chronous generators and using it for simulation of synchronous motors necessitates some

minor modifications in the mechanical dynamics part of the program, the model developed

for dual wound synchronous machine has the ability to be used for both cases. The three pos-

sible cases, as they are infroduced at the beginning of the program, are:

a) Motor- Generator case (M- G)

In this case, one set of the stator windings is connected to a three-phase voltage source, and

therefore acting in the motor mode. The other set of the stator windings will be in the genera-

tor mode and a three-phase voltage system, displaced by y , with respect to the voltage

source, will be generated in it. trn this case, there is no need to govern the machine, and me-

chanical dynamics will be automatically determined within the program. The field voltage
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will be determined by system studies, i.e., the required level of reactive power generation

or consumption.

b) Generator- Generator case (G- G)

In this case, machine shaft will be driven by aprime-mover and the input mechanical torque

to the machine will be determined by the governor model, which in turn, uses the speed of

the rotor, o , as feedback. Two sets of three-phase voltages, displaced by y ,will be gener-

ated in the stator windings, and the level of the generated voltages, along with the amount

of reactive power, will be determined by the exciter model. This mode of operation is of par-

ticular value for feeding 12 pulse ¡ectifiers, which must be fed by two separate three-phase

voltage sets.

c) Motor - Motor case (M-M)

In this case, machine is fed by the oufput of a 12 pulse inverter, and the mechanical dynamics

will be determined within the program.

Fig. 3.3 depicts the complete connection of the machine with exciter and governor models

and with the EMTDC network.

3"6 - Progrønarwira.g

In this section, the programs written to model the machine will be introduced. The FOR-

TRAN codes are presented in Appendix A. The main program, which contains the formulas

of the machine, is subroutine DBLSYNC 100. There are five support subroutines which help

the main program in calculating different necessary pãameters" These subroutines are pres-

ented in two p¿ìrts as follows.

3"6.Ã - Subrowtíne Ðts[,SYNCûht

Fig. 3.4 shows the flow chart of DBLSYNC 100. The location of different parameters of the

machine in the anay STOR(NEXC+ i ), i=1,100, is shown in Table 3.1. These paramerers

are used and/or updated throughout the main program and the suppofr subroutines. In this
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-Read Parameters

-lnitialize Storage and Saturation Characteristics

Set lnterface lmpedance

Do 300 J=1,ITER

-Transforrn Applied Voltages
for Change in saturation & Reinvert lnductance Matrix

-Solve for Currents & Mechanical Dynamics

-Transform Current & Add Compensation Current

Update Storage lndex

No Change

Fig. 3.4 - Flow chart for DBLSYNCI00 [10]
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Tab1e 3.1 - Locations of different variables of DBLSyNCI00

LocaLion Variable Description

1. (31)
2. (32 )

3.
4. (34 )
L

6. (36 )
7. (37)
8. (38 )
q

10. (40)
11. (41)
12. (42)
13. (43)
14.
15. (4s)
16. (45)
17. (41)
18. (48)
1 e. (4e )20. (50)
21. (51 )

22. (52)
23. (53)
24. (54)
2s. (55)
26. (56)
27. (57)
28.
29.
30.
58.
59.
60.
61 -80.
81.
82,
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
o1

a,
93.
q¿

95.
95.
q7

98.
99-1 00 "

-XM
-x34
-ÀJ
-x4
-R3
-R4
-u1
-u2
-UF
-UK
-I1
-r2
-r3
-r4
-XIN (

-XIN(
-XIN(
-XIN (

-xrN(2
-xiN(2
-XIN(2
-xiN(3
-XTN(3
-XIN ( 4
_PSI 

1

-PSi 2

-x12
-iA
-IX
-NU
-J
-D
-0M0

,1)
,2)
,3)
,4)
,2)
,3)
,4)
,3)
,4)
,4)

Direct(Quad. )-axis saturated mutual reactance
Direct(Quad. )-axis rotor mutual reactance
f ield reactance
Direcl (Quad. )-axis damper reactance
f i e1d res i stance
Direct (Quad. )-axis damper resistance
Direct (Quad. )-axis stator voJ-tage
Direct (Quad. )-axis Stator voltage
field voltage
Direct(Quad. )-axis damper apptied voltage
Direct (Quad. )-axis stator current
Direct (Quad. )-axis stator current
field (Quad.-axis damper) current
Direct-axis damper current

inverted
reactance matrix

- (sru, ru)
-TE
-H
-R1
-R2
-GG'1N
_GG2N

-ANOM
-x1
-x2
-XMDO
-VBÀSE'1
-VBÀSE2
-ABASE 1

-ÀBASE2
-FB
-THETA
_SFM
_GAMÀ

-spare

Direct (Quad. )-axis flux linkage
Direct (Quad. )-axis flux linkage
Direct (Quad. )-axis stator mutual reaciance
phase a stator current
phase x stator current
per-unit speed
polar moment of inertia (p.u.)
mechanical damping
base radian frequency
mutual saturation cürve
electromechanical torque
inertia constant
stator resi stance
stator resistance
compensating conductance
compensat i ng conductance
subroutine' s activating signal
stator reactance
stator reactance
unsaturated value of XM

base stator voltage
base stator voltage
base stator current
base stator current
base field current
machine angle
mutual reactance saturation factor
phase shift between two sets (rad.)
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table storage locations for variables 1 to 27 are for direct axis paramoters and the correspond-

ing variables for quadrature axis are displaced by 30 locations. Internal machine quantities

can be easily observed via their storage locations.

The subroutine is defined as follows:

SUBROUTINE DBLSYNC 1OO(MS,NA,NB,NC,NX,NY,NZ,ANOM,EFD,TMECH,

+ TE,FLD,ITER,PREALI,PREACTI,PREAL2,PREACT2,OMEGA,

+ CONSPD,THETA,DELTA)

The subroutine parameters are:

-MS,NA,NB,NC,NX,NY,NZ - Subsystem and nodes for phases a, b, c, x, y, aîd. z,

-ANOM -put ANOM = 1.0 to activate the subroutine,

the subroutine is skipped if ANOM = 0.0,

-EFD - applied field voltage (EFD=1.0 for rated open circuit

voltage on the air-gap line,

-TMECH - mechanical torque in per unit,

-TE - elechomechanical torque in per unit,

*FLD - field current (FLD=1.0 when EFD:1.0 in steady state),

-ITER - number of subiteration steps (usually 1),

-PREALI,PREAL2 -real power in per unit,

-PREACTI,PREACT2 -reactive power in per unig

-OMEGA - machine angular speed calculated within program

in R.AD/ second,

{ONSPD -for M-G and M-M cases, coNSpD musr be 0.0 or a

positive number" Mechanical dynamics will be

determined inside the model with initial speed

OMEGA=CONSPD,

- for G-G case, CONSPD must be negative and

E'
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always: OMEGA= -CONSPD.

-THETA -Rotor posirion atthe end of each time-step,

in Elecrical Radians. Always: 0 < THETA < 6.28.

-DELIA -The load angle between the field and the direct axis,

in Radians.

Circuit parameters of the machine are fed into the program via the datafile. The number of

cards (or lines) needed for transferring the data is seven, and these cards are entered directly

after the VAR list in the datafúe, unless, of course, some other subroutines requiring data

cards are called in DSDYN before DBLSYNCIOO. The data, entered on each card are as fol-

lows:

{ARD 1 _X1,X2,XMDO,XI2D,X34D,X4D,X3D, WhErC:

XI,XZ = stator leakage reactances (p.u.),

XMDO = d-axis unsaturated magnetizing reactance (p.u.),

XI2D = stator d-axis mutual reactance (p"u.),

X34D = rotor mutual reactance )p.u.),

X4D = d-axis damper leakage reactanoe (p.u.),

X3d = field leakage reactance (p.u.).

{ARD 2 -XMQ,X12Q,X4Q, where:

XMQ = q-axis magnetizin1reactance (p.u.),

X12Q = stator q-axis mutual reactance (p.u.),

X4Q = q-axis damper leakage reactance (p.u.).

-CARD3 -R1,R2,R3D,R4D,R4Q,where:

R1,R2 = statorresistances (p.u.),

R3D = field resisrance (p.u.),

R4D = d-axis damper resist¿nce (p.u.),

R4Q - q-axis damper ¡esistance (p.u.).
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{ARD4 -F{,OMO,D,GAMA,where:

H = ine¡tia constant ( MW-sec" / MVA ),

OMO = base angular frequency ( Rad/sec.),

D = mechanical damping (acting on p.u. speed),

GAMA : phase shift between statot windings ( degrees ).

{ARD 5 - XI,YL,XZ,YL, ..., X10,y10, where : (Xi,yi) are points on the

saturation curve.

{ARD 6 -VBASEI,ABASEI,VBASE2,ABASE2, where:

VBASE = rared RMS phase voltage (KV),

ABASE = rated RMS phase currenr (KA).

-CARD 7 - Initial values for: THETA,ID1,ID2,Ie1,Ie2,ID3.

The circuit p¿ìrameters, entered via the first three cards, are in per unit system.The per unit

system used in this model is described in reference [10]. In this system the base values are

as follows [12]:

Vbas¡.=Voo (rms),

Vbasez=Vxo (rms),

IbaseL=Ioo (rms),

lbas"z=[xo (nns).

33
The same voltage bases are used in the dq system, but the base currents *" |t * ana iI * .

In both systems:

Pbosel = 3Voo Ioo,

Pbasry = 3Vro lro .and,
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The associated bases are:

ú)base = rated radian frequency

@borut
Voo

@basez =

Øbas,

V*o

tDbase

abat,

( usually 376"99 radls for 60Hz),

( base flux linkage ),

( base flux linkage ),

( base mechanical speed ),

( mechanical angle ),

( elecfromechanical torque ),

xlbase =

0*=

Tbas, =

Pole Patrs

0

Pole Fairs

Dt base

Jbor, =

'vbase

Dt base
( angular moment of inertia ).

ú)bas, @øor)2

Itmustbe noted thattheproblemof saturationin themachine electromagnetic circuitis taken

in account in the model, by considering the fact that the satuation in X¡¡p isthe only satura-

tion with considerable effect on machine operation [10]. For this purpose, the saturation

curve of the machine is fed into the prograrn via the datafile, and the saturation factor for

X¡ap isdetermined in support subroutine SATR.N, based on the magnitude of the magnetiz-

ing current :

imp = i¿1+ i¿+ i¡+ i¡¿ (3.6)

Thematrix L;l isre-+alculatedeachtime thereis a significantchangein the saturationfac-

tor.

And finally, in order to solve the equation (3.3), the Trapezoidal Integration is used. In this

method if:

X=AX+tsV
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then:

X(r)=X(/-Å Ð+
AX(/) +,&X(r-A Ð Bv(r)+BV(r-Â Ð& t+

2

1131.

"&t
in which X is the current vector

3"6"2 - Swpport Swbrowtines

The following subroutines support the DBLSYNC1O0 subroutine. These subroutines do not

require storage locations, but may use or update the storage variables:

suBRourINE DINVERT(D(,Ì 0

This subroutine is called by DBLSYNC10O and inverts the direct axis reactance matrix

(D(=0) and the quadrature axis reactance matix (IX=30). The rank of matrix ( N*N) may

be either 3 or 4 and must be specified.

SUBROUTINE DAXIS (D,DD,Q,DQ,trXD,D(Q)

This subroutine gives the AX + tsV terms in the equation (3.3). The inverted manices l,;1

and, X,/ are specified by IXD=O for L¡l and IXq=30 for ð,-81 .

s uts ROUTINE D TRD Q O (A, B, C,X,Y,Z,D L,Q 1, O 1,D 2, Q2,OL,THETA, GAMA,TDR)

This sub¡outine performs the three-phase to dqo transformation(IDlR=1) and the inverse

dqo to three-phase tansformation (IDIR-l), according to equations (2.I0) and (2.11).

SUBROUTTNE DSAT(IS)

This subroutine stores the saturation characteristic for mutual magnetizing (15=63). This

subroutine is called by DBLSYNCIOO. Ten pairs of of points (I,SF) are stored, where SF is

the saturation factor and I is the per unit current. When entering daø (via ca¡d 5 in daøfile)

the first point must be (0.0,1.0) and the second (I1,1.0), where 11 is the per unit current at

which the onset of saturation occures. trf less than tenpoints are available, the lastpair should

be (-1.0,-1.0). When the saturation factors are entered, the subroutine checks for monotoni-
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cally decreasing factors with monotonically increasing currents, and returns.

Alternately, a current-voltage characteristics may be entered with the first pair of points

(0.0,0.0) and the second (I1,V1), where 11 is the current in any units at which saturation com-

mences. The voltage must be input in per unit. Again, if less than ten points are available the

last pair entered must be (-1.0,-1"0). The program in this case replaces the voltage with the

saturation factor and re-scales the current to a per unit value, based on the unsaturated value

of reactance previously input [10].

S UBROUTINE S ATRN(C,SFT,SFT,IS )

This subroutine determines satutation factors based on the magnetizing current. The instan-

taneous satuation factor is determined by linear interpolation between points on the curve

and by an exponential decay beyond the last point (this ensures that for every high curreng

the reactance remains positive). The tangential saturation factor is not interpolated and is ob-

tained directþ from the entered data"

3.7 - T&øe R.eswlts af, Møaloiwe Areølysi,s by WEE SyNCÃAt

In this Section, the results of analyzing a dual wound synchronous machine by EMTDC, us-

ing the DBLSYNC100 subroutine will be presented. The data used for the model are bor-

rowed from the reference [14], and are measured by standard techniques on a synchronous

machine with two sets of stator windings, displaced by 30". The above measurements have

been made with the two sets of stator windings being connected in series, i.e., a and x, b and

y, and c andzhave been connected in series to form three single split coils. Therefore, neces-

sary modifications were made on all parameters to extract the corresponding data for the dual

wound case. Except for angular inertia, J, which has been assumed to be equal to 500 p.u.,

the other parameters, derived from the above modifications, are presented inTable 3.2.

The machine is connected to a po\iler system by one stator set, and is brought to steady state

atrated speed. At TIME=3.0 Sec., an elecfüc toad is applied to the other set of windings, as

is shown in Fig. 3.5"
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Table 3.2 -Parumeters of the Test Machine

Parameters p.u.

xa
xx

xua
x3qp
xtzn
xr¿
x¡

xue
XLzQ

xkq

R1
R2
Rm
Rpq

R¡

0"0279
0.0T79
0.3268

0.0
0.0

0.0756
0.0394
0.1395

0.0
0.139s
0.042
0.042
0"181

0.1109
2.258 -3

Fig. 3.5 - The dual wound synchronous machine

The characteristics of the system and the load are as follows:



System

Vur = L04 V

f=60 Hz

Load

S = 6200 VA (0"83 F.U.)

cos @ = 0.8

The applied voltage, vo, along with the generated voltage, vx, ate shown in Fig. 3.6. Be-

cause of the absence of any significant cument before the connection of the load, these volt-

ages are almost equal, and are displaced by y :30o . After the load is connected to the ma-

chine ( at TIME=3.O Sec. ), because of the voltage drop in stator leakage reactances and

resistances, the magnitude of v, is slightly smaller than that of vo.

InFig. 3.7, thecurrentdrawnfromthe source, io,andtheloadcurent, í" ,aÍeshown. Before

the connection of the load, i, is zero. After the load is connected to the machine, because

of the fluctuations in the speed, and thus the consequent fluctuations in the direction of reac-

tive power tansferred between the network and the rnachine, io hassome fluctuations, and

after about 1.0 seconditreaches to its steady state, asitcanbe seeninFig.3.10 to Fig. 3.14.

In Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, voltages and currents of the source and the load are shown respective-

ly.

In Fig. 3.10, the per unit speed of the machine, Ø , and. the electromechanical torque, T" ,

are shown, before and after the connection of the load.

Fig. 3. 1 I shows the field voltage and current , r¡ ãîd. y , both in per unit. Fluctuations in field

current, because of the induced cturents in it, afûer the load is connected, are evident.

Fig.3.l2 and Fig. 3.13 show the real and reactive powers, respectively, for both sets of ma-

chine windings.

And in Fig. 3.14, the currents in the rotor damper bars, í¡¡¿ and, itcq ,ure shown. The depen-

dence of these cuffents on the speed of the rotor, and the fact that these currents are zero in
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the steady state, is evident from the derived cuwes.
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Fig. 3.9 - Load Woltage & Curent
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rtisevidentthatbecauseof thelowmagnitudeof thethefieldvoltaga,i.e. v¡=0.s p.u.,

the machine is underexcited. Simulation of the machine in overexcitation mode, with

vÍ= I.25 P"U., shows that the starting and the steady-state behavior of the machine is al-

most the same, except for the direction of the reactive power associated with the source-side

winding, and the angle between source voltage, vo, and source current, io .

The simulation was repeated for the overexcited machine, and some important results are

presented here ( load is applied at TIME=4.0 sec. ).

Fig. 3.15 shows vo and io, and the fact that ia is leading the vo can easily be seen.

In Fig. 3.16, field voltage and current, v¡ and y respectively, along with the variations in

the magnitude of the field current aft¡,x the load is appried, are shown.

And finally, in Fig. 3.17 , the reactive powers of the source and the load are shown. It is evi-

dent that before the application of the load on the machine, the source-side winding is inject-

ing a 0.6 P.U. reactive power into the system. After the connection of the load, the injected

reactive power decreases to meet the demand for reactive power on the load side, but the ma-

chine still injects some 0.18 P.U. of reactive power into the system. This feature of the dual

wound synchronous machine is the reason why it is an ideal tool to be used along with the

"Load corrrmutated inverter", as it will be discussed in the next chapter.

The last important fact, derived from the results of the simulations, is that the variations in

the voltage and power magnitude, raised from the variation of the load, are mostþ concen-

trated in the source side, and the load voltage and power are almost constant. This ensures

the flow of the power to the load to be smooth and reliable, without having unwanted voltage

fluctuations on the load. This advantage of the dual wound synchronous machine can be at-

ffibuted to the stored kinetic energy in the machine rotor, and the tansformer action between

the two sets of windings, which is not largely affected by the small variations in the rotor

speed.
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During the simulation of the machine, it was noticed that the starting current is very high,

and the machine can not synchronize with the 60 Hz system with an inertia, J, larger than

about 50 p.u. A double check was made on the machine to make sure that the measured pa-

rameters and the proposed equivalent circuits are in reasonable margins with the actual ma-

chine.

First, itwas observedthatthe starting cuffent, with appliedvoltage of about0.2p.u., ishigher

than 15 p.u., and this is because of the factthatthe machine is designed as an AC alternator,

and therefore its damper bars are not designed to help start the machine from standstill by

induction machine action.

Then, at standstill, with 0 = 0o , a0.07p.u. voltagewas applied to themachine, and ctuïents

in phases a, b, and c were measured. The same voltage was applied to the equivalent circuits,

after transforming it to the dqo system, and the crrrrents were found from circuit analysis.

The results of anaþsis were in very good accordance with the measured quantities, and thus

re-ensuring that both the equivalent circuits and the modified parameters of the machine are

realistic and reliable.

3.8 - Swwaywøry af tløe Chaøpter

In this chapter, the digiøl model developed to analyzethedual wound synchronous machine,

subroutine DBLSYNCIOO, and its support subroutines, as well as the possible ways to use

this model in conjunction with EMTDC program, were introduced.

At the end, the results of the simulation of the machine, by the above mentioned model, were

presented.
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In this chapter the dual wound synchronous machine model, developed and discussed inpre-

vious chapters, will be used in conjunction with other EMTDC program models, such as rec-

tifier, distributed transmission line, thyristor, etc., to digitally assemble the proposed

scheme, and to examine some operating aspects of the system. Starting the synchronous ma-

chinefrom standstill andbringing the speed toratedvalue, using the Static VariableFrequen-

cy Systems ( SVFS ) technique, will be simulated, and proper control regimes to govern the

operation of the whole system will be infoduced in a general manner.

Detailed study of the steady state operation, including harmonic analysis and the response

of the system to load variations, as well as its response to various faults, requires the complete

study and design of the control regimes, which due to its complexity is considered to be be-

yond the scope of this project, and is suggested to be the subject of an independent project.

4.2 - ss/Fs rechøwiqsnes ftr stærtirag syrøc&ørowffiés Msckiwes

Large synchronous machines, in general, need the help of an elecnical or mechanical drive

to staÍ from standstill, or even from low speeds. The general task of such starting devices

is to accelerate a rotating machine up to a speed at which it can begin to run on its own, or

can be synchronized to a main supply system. This speed is highly dependent on the specific

application for which the synchronous machine is used, as well as the characteristics of the

machine itself. Common types of these starters include: starting with DC/AC starter motors,

diesel prime-movers, asynchronous starting, frequency starting with exciting machine

group, Unger connection, etc. All these starting schemes have their own advantages and lim-
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itations. A summary of technical features of these methods can be found in references

[15,16].

A novel method for starting synchronous machines, which has been in use for more than two

decades now, is the Static Va¡iabie Frequency Starting ( SVFS ). This method, which em-

ploys the solid state technology helps the machine start from standstill by applying a phase

synchronized, variable frequency voltage, generated by semiconductor devices.

Compared to other methods of starting, the SVFS method has so many advantages which

makes it unique in the class of starters. Some of these advantages include: the possibility of

remote installation from the machine, the possibility of using one staft up system for several

machines, the capability of controlled braking, the capability of variable speed, minimal

voltage drop in the supply network during the start up, etc. Some other advantages can be

achieved by proper design of the system. For example, the harmonic disturbances can be re-

duced by choosing proper pulse-numbers for eonverters, and the relative cost can be mini-

mized by increasing the number of machines which use the same stafi up system [15,16].

4.2"n - Tecknical. Features

The SVFS system receives power from a supply system at const¿nt voltage and frequency,

and converts it into power with variable voltage and frequency, in order to start and acceler-

ate a synchronous machine. Fig. 4.1 shows the principle diagram of such a system.

The conversion is achieved through the two thyristor groups with threephase bridge connec-

tions and a DC buffer circuit. This buffer circuit, normally a reactor, performs the task of de-

coupling the different three phase bridge frequencies and smoothing the DC curren! 1*.

The power required to start the machine is dependent on the following parameters: a) Magni-

tude and curve-shape of opposing torque on machine shaft, b) Moment of inertia of the ma-

chine, and c) Run up time and speed [15].

At low speeds, where machine voltage is not iarge enough, the commutation in the inverter

is achieved by pulsing the rectifier, i.e., by bringing the curent in the inverter to zero by
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N1 = Rectifier

N2 = fnverter

N3 = Converter for excitation

K = Reactor

Fig. 4.1 - Static Variable Frequency Starter [15]

forced retarding in the rectifier. When the speed and consequently the generated voltage in

the machine is large enough, the commutation in the inverter is done by these voltages, and

through a proper confrol regime, the speed can be brought to rated value.

In Fig. 4.2 the block diagramof the control system, used for starting the machine is shown.

[ - Main supply system

It = Auxiliary supply system

AyA2,A3 = Circuit breakers

T = Transformer

V¿,

[¿,

Áa



Rectifier Inverter

Fig. 4.2 - Elock diagram of the starting system

At the beginning of the starting process, based on the position of the rotor, i.e., the value of

0 , the two thyristors in the inverter which can produce the maximum electomechanical

torque on the shaft are chosen and fued"

Frg" 4.3 - Thysistors connected to each rnachine phase

Examining the inverter in Fig. 4.3 shows that the electomagnetic field produced in the air-

gap of the machine is maximum in directions dictated by the chosen combinations of con-

ducting thyristors. It was stated in Chapter One that at eachinstant two thyristors, one in the

upper group and one in the lower group, must be conducting. Also, it was conventionally

tr¿,
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b
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accepted in Chapter Two that d = 0 when the field axis is aligned with the axis of phase a.

Considering above points, the six possible directions of the electromechanical field, pro-

duced by the stator windings in machine au-gap are shown inFig.4.4"

Q1,Q2: Into phase a, out of phase c

Q2,Q3 : Into phase b, out of phase c

Q3,Q4 : Into phase b, out of phase a

Q4,Q5 : Into phase c, out of phase a

Q5,Q6 : Into phase c, out of phase b

Q6,Q1 : Into phase a, out of phase b

Fig.4.4 - Direction of stator electromagnetic field

Since the electromechanical torqueproduced by the interactionbetween the elecfromagnetic

fields of rotor and st¿to¡ is proportional to the sine of the angle separating them, the maxi-

mum torque will be produced if the angle between these two fields is 90, or as close as possi-

ble to 90" . Based on this simple principle, the correct combinations of conducting thyristors

in the inverter, for each definite interval of 0 , are shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 - Correct combination of conducting thyristors

I Upper group Lower group

0-60
60 - r20

120 - 180
180 -240
240 -30t
300 - 360

3
ôJ
5
5
I
I

2
4
4
6
6
2

Having the rectifier producing necessary DC voltage and current, and when the appropriate

combination of thyristors is chosen and fired by the control system, the produced torque will

force the rotor to rotate in such direction leading to a decrease in the displacement angle be-

tween the two fields.

If the rotor passes the axis of the stator field, the direction of the torque will be reversed, and

thus, the gained speed will be suppressed. So, bef,ore this happens, the flow of power to the

machine must be stopped. This is performed by a sudden increase in the value of firing angle

in the rectifier, i.e., a will be pushed to a valu e greater than 9tr . This causes the DC voltage

to drop to a negative value, and the negative voltage not only stops the flow of cruïent into

the inverter, but also helps the conducting thyristors to regain their blocking ability. When

the thyristors are fully turned off the rectifier will be reactivated, and the control system fires

the next combination of thyristors based on the new position of the rotor. The new torque

helps the rotor, which has already gained some momentum, to accelerate. This process of

on--off pulsing continues until the machine has gained enough speed. At this point, the gener-

ated voltages in the machine start to perform line commutation on the inverter thyristors. A

proper control regime, which governs the flow of real power into the machine based on the

speed, then can bring the speed to its rated value and keep it inside an allowed interval of

variations. Such a control regime must use rated speed and rated DC current in fransmission
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line as settings, and real speed and real DC current as feedbacks to determine the value of

a in the ¡ectifier. The fluing signals for the inverter are produced based on the phase of volt-

ages generated in the machine. This can be achieved by aPhase Locked Loop, or by deriving

the phases directþ from 0 , by knowing the rotor load angle, ô . The block diagram of such

control system is shown in Fig. 4.5"

Frg. 4.5 - Block diagram of the accelerating system

4"2.2 - S$/FS wttk ø Long Trsrcsynissüon l-ine

The techniques introduced in the previous section for starting synchronous machines have

been successfully designed and implemented in industries. Moreover, the SVFS system is

not only capable of starting a synchronous machine, but also of driving it at variable speed

[15,16]. An example of such a system, used in conjunction with a dual wound synchronous

machine for supplying railway coaches, is presented in reference ll7l.

Using the above mentioned system for supplying remote loads, i.e., with a long transmission

line between the rectifier and the inverte¡ however, presents new problems which must be

carefully considered. The first problem arises in the starting process, whe¡e the current in

transmission line must be reduced to zero, each time an off signal is released. This can be
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particularly hard to achieve, if the line has a significarÍIy large inductance. Other problems

arise during the steady state operation and during faults on the line or converters, but will

not be discussed in the current study.

In order to examine the operation of the system in the presence of a long tansmission line,

the control systems introduced in previous section, along with a transmission line between

the two convefters were digitally simulated. The model chosen for transmission line, in par-

ticular, showed a great amount of influence on the outcome of the simulations.

The diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 4.6.

Q.'s

â

L
[{

K = Transmission line

Fig. 4.6 - Studied system

Two different fransmission lines were selected. I-ine number one was chosen fromreference

[18] and was modelled with lumped parameters. Table 4.2 shows the specifications of this

transmission line.

! = Supply system

Z = Tiansformer

Nr = Rectifier

ly'z- Inverter
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Table 4.2 -Line number one specifications

Code word I Dove

Length km I 150

DC,zo. c ,R" ç¿ / \000 ft I o.o:oz

Inductance ¿,, mH f mile I t.tta

CapacitanceC, t¿F / mite I O"OZIS

The above mentioned line was simulated in two ways. First it was represented by a single

T-model [18] as shown inFig.4.7.

R/2 L/2 r- /2

:

,R = 15.1 Q

L = 103.8 mH

C = 2.56 ltF

Fig" 4.7 - T-model line

The machine speed for this starting simulation is shown in Fig. 4.8. The firing angle in the

rectifier for this simulation and also for other simulations is kept at such values which do not

result in high currents in the line.

R/z
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Fig- 4.8 - Spæd witl" T-\4odel T_ Line

o.40

o.32

o.24

o.16

o.oe

o.oo
o.a 1,o

Time(s)

Next, the line was represented by a multiple pi-model [18], consisting of 10 resistors equal

to R/10, 10 inductors equal toLlll, andg capacitors equal to C/9,as is shownin Fig. 4.9.The

machine speed is shown in Fig. 4"10"

o.35

o.2a

. o.21
1

8.Ø o-14

o-o7

o.oo
o.8 1.O

Tirne ( s )

_/_

R/10 L/10 L/10 R/10

r_"'
Fig.4.9 -Multiple pi-model line

Fig. 4.10 - SIÞed wirl- lvlulriple ¡ri-N4odel T. Line
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Transmission line number two was selected from reference [19] and modeled with distrib-

uted parameters [18]. The specifications of the line, as well as necessary inputs to the disrib-

uted parameter model for transmission lines in EMTDC program are presented in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 - Distributed parameter model for tansmission line

The machine speed is shown in Fig.4.11.

Fig.4-ll - S¡æed with Distributed T. I-ine N4odel

o.20

o.t6

o-12
F.

Ê3.

o-o6

o.o4

o.oo
o.o 0.2 o-4 0-6 o.a 1.o 1-2 1-4 1.6 .t -B

Time(s)
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Conductor#(1-1)
Conductor Name:

Conductor Type (AC/DC)

V(kVXAC : I-L,rms,D C :L-C,pk) :

V Phase(Deg.):

Line I (kA)(AC:rms/DC:pk) :

Line I Phase(Deg.):

# of Sub-{onductors:
Sub-Cond Radius(cm):

Sub-Cond Spacing(cm):

Horiz. Dist. X(m):

Height at Tower Y(m):
Sag at Midspan(m):

DC Resistance(ohms/km) :

Line Lenghr(km):

Gnd Res.(ohm-m):

Low Freq.(Hz):

100

100

High Freq(Hz) 100

Non-Transposed Conductors

Transform Freq.(I{z): 1.6

1

Partridge

DC

22.5

0.0

0.045

0.0

1

1"613

1"0

0.0

18.0

4.5

0.219

1.6
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Next, the process of acçelenting the machine, using the generated voløge in the machine

for commutating in the inverter was simulated. Transmission line was modelled by distrib-

uted parameters, and it was assumed that the machine has been successfully brought to 0.25

p.u. speed. The result of first simulafion, using the control regime shown in Fig. 4.5 and set-

ting the I¿a = I p.u. is shown inFíg. 4.12.

Fig. 4.12 - Speed with IdcO:l.O

3.O 4-5 6,0 7.5 9.O 10.5 12.O f 3.5 15.O
Time(s)

It is obvious that the system is able to drive the machine well above the rated speed, if the

setting of the control system, 1r, , is not dynamically adjusted.

To make the process of acceleration confined to the range of rated speed, the DC current set-

ting for control system was dynamically changed according to the following equation:

_ 0.95 * (30.0 -TIME\Idro = 

- 

+ o.o5 P.u.,TIME < 3o.o

(4.r)
Idro = 0.05 p.u. , TIME > 30.0

--1

The result is shown in Fig. 4.13.
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Fíg.4.L3 - Speed with Variable IdcO

Êi

ÈØ

't.oo

o.a5

o.70

o.55

o.40

o.25
4.O 5.O

1Íìirne ( s )
6.O 10.o

Since the DC current setting does not approach zero, when the rated speed is achieved, the

machine speed still tends to increase beyond the rated value.

Finally, the control system is adjusted to use the speed as a feedback and stop supplying pow-

er to the machine when the machine is workin g atrated speed. In other words, the machine

is acting lfüe a DC machine, in which the eleotromechanical torque is adjusted by the current

flowing into the machine. The result of this simulation is shown inEig. 4.r4"

Fig.4.14 - Speed

1-25

'I .O5

o.a5

o.65

o.45

o.25
4.4 6.0

Time(s)

¡
Þ.

Ê<Ø
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All the above simulations indicate the existence of a very strong possibility of starting and

accelerating the synchronous machine in the presence of a fairly long transmission line. The

importance of transmission line parameters is shown clearly.

Compared to the majority of conventional cases, in which the synchronous machines need

to be stalted while having mechanical loads on their shafts, e.g. in gas turbines, pumps, etc.

[15], the proposed scheme does not impose any mechanical load.on machine shaft, and the

application of the elecftical load has to be delayed until the rated speed and the steady state

have been achieved. This fact positively conftibutes to feasibility of the system anticipated

operation, and can be regarded as the reason behind the relatively short starting times in the

above simulations.

The FORTRAN codes of dynamic subroutines modeling the above systems, as well as the

data files used in conjunction with EMTDC program are pïesented in Appendix B.

At this point, it is worthwhile to elaborate on the reason why the cunent source inverter (CSÐ

has been selected for the proposed scheme, whereas in the project proposal a voltage source

inverter (VSI) was suggested.

In VSI inverters, because of the stiffDC voltage applied on the inverter thyristors, there exist

six diodes, eachreversely connected inparallel with one thyristor. During the commutation,

the current is diverted from the conducting thyristor and is forced to close its path through

the reverse diodes. The forward voltage drop across the diode is large enough to help the out-

going thyristor regain its blocking ability. During the starting simulations, these reverse

diodes imposed a negative impact on the starting process, thus preventing the machine from

accelerating. In other wotds, through the path provided by these diodes, the current in the

machine windings was able to continue to flow, even when the current in the line had been

reduced to zeÍo. The continuous flow of current in the machine produces an alternating

torque, which tends to dampen the machine speed, and therefore neutralizes the starting pro-

cess. The use of CSI, which does not have reverse diodes, eliminated this problem easily.
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Moreover, the VSI is highly dependent on the machine generated reactive power for its com-

mutation. The machine must generate enough reactive power to supply the load and to make

the inverter ouq)ut cunent lead its voltage, if the commutation is to be achieved successfully.

This can not be guaranteed when the variations in the load are large and unpredictable. In

other words, an abrupt increase in the reactive power demand in the load, can lead to commu-

tation failure in the inverter. The CStr, because of its dependence on the voltages generated

in the machine, and because of its ability to adjust its frequency to the machine speed, does

not face such a risk.

Use of the CSlinsteadof theVSI, howeve¡ creates anewdisadvantage.'WhenusingtheVSI,

the rectifier is responsible for supplying a stiff DC voltage to the system. This can be

achieved by setting a constant value of fuing angle in the rectifier, without the need to send

any feedback from the machine to the rectifier. Other contols are done at the inverter loca-

tion" Bu! with a CStr inverter, in order to control the machine, the cruïent injected to the in-

verter has to be adjusted, based on the feedbacks coming from the machine. In the case of

remote loads, where the rectifier and the machine are sepatated by long distances, the feed-

back signals must be sent to the rectifier through a reliable communication system, and the

failure of the communication system will lead to the failure of the whole system.

It can be concluded from the above facts that the proposed scheme probably can not be re-

garded as the best choice for supplying the remote loads.

4.3 - Cowtrol R.egirwes

The last closed-loop conftol system used in previous section, and depicted in Fig. 4.5, has

the ability of governing the system under different load conditions. It detects the variations

in the speed, resulted from the variations in the load, and by means of decreasing or increas-

ing the frequency inside the inverter, i.e., increasing or decreasing the speed of sending firing

signals to thyristors respectively, keeps the machine and the inverter in synchronism. Then,

by changing the power flow into the inverter, the control system brings the speed back to its

ofÔI



ratedvalue. A machineworkingunder such control systemis called a " Self-Conh'olled Syn-

chronous Machine" ( SCSM ).

Various SCSM control schemes are introduced in literature, including, for example, refer-

ence [20].

4.4 - Swyww¿øry af t&øe Cfuøøpter

In this chapter, the proposed scheme was digitally simulated. Itwas observed thatregardless

of the model chosen to represent the transmission line, the machine can be started by the

SVFS techniques, and that the machine speed can be brought to the rated speed by imple-

menting a proper contro1 system. The importance of a communication system between the

rectifier and the machine was also underlined.
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5"1 - Coyeclwsiows

During the course of the current study, the dual wound synchronous machine was anaiyzed

from the circuitpoint of view The impedance maffix of the machine was derived from analy-

sis and confirmed by experimental tests. Separate dqo transformations were applied to the

two stator windings to develop the two-axis rnodel of the machine. This model provided the

equivalent circuit from which steady-state operation could be determined as well as the state

form of the machine equations for transient anaiysis.

Using the results of the above analysis, a digital simulation program for transient and steady

state operation of the machine was developed. The program is a compatible subroutine for

the EMTDC program. Simulation of the machine by the above mentioned subroutine, namecl

DBLSYNCl00, showed good agreement with laboratory observations.

Using the DBLSYNC100 subroutine, the results of the machine simulation showed that the

machine can be conveniently controlled in terms of voltage and reactive power generation,

as well as speed regulations. Also, it was observed that white working under motor-genera-

tor conditions, the machine does not fransfer transients in the motor side to the generator side,

thus preventing large variations of voltage on the electric loads, when the machine is experi-

encing transients on the motor side.

Finally the proposed system consisting of a three phase rectifier, a 150 km long transmission

line, an inverter and a dual wound synchronous machine was simulated. The synchronous

machine is responsible for supplying the electric energy, as well as performing the load com-

mutation on the inverter. The main objective of these simulations was to examine the feasi-

bility of starting the synchronous machine by static variable frequency systems, and to ob-
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serve the interaction between the machine and the inverter in the accelerating mode, both

in the presence of a monopolar DC ftansmission line.

It was shown that the system can be successfully started, using various models for the Íans-

mission line.

Since the inverter is dependent on the synchronous machine for commutation, the inverter

must be a current source inverter. The control system must regulate the firing delay angle

in the rectifier to regulate the accelerating or decelerating torque in the machine.

The major disadvantage of the proposed scheme is that the speed of the machine, as well as

the flow of the power to the load must be controlled by the rectifier, which is located at a long

distance from the machine and the load. This necessitates the existence of a reliable commu-

nication system between the load location and the rectifier site. Consequently, the failure of

the communication system will result in the complete failure of the system. Also, the varia-

tions in the machine speed, and consequently in the load frequency, must be compensated

by the rectifÏer, through supplying proper amount of the DC current to create enough acceler-

ating or decelerating torque in the machine. This can create oscillations in the system, de-

pending on the speed at which the current can be changed in the transmission line.

5 "2 - R.e c oynyyaewdøtiows

Although the feasibility of the proposed system for supplying remote loacls was shown by

simulations, it is recommended that the controi systems be designed and simulatecl in con-

junction with other elements of the system, and the steady state and the fault response of the

system be observed for the specific conditions of the remote load to be supplied.
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suBRouTi NE DBLSyNC I 0 0 ( MS, NA, NB, NC, NX, Ny, NZ, ANOM, EFD, TMECH,
+TE,FLD, ITER, PREAL.l,PREACT',f , PREAL2, PREACT2,OMEGA, CONSPD,
+THETA , DELTA )

C

C This is the saJ-ient-pole double wound synchronous machine simulation
C subroutine" This subroutine calls the following support
C subroutines:
c
c DINVERT(IX,U)
c DAXIS(DI ,DDi,gI ,DQi,IXD,ixg)
c DTRDQO(A,B,C,X,y rZrD1,Q1 ,0',l ,D2,Q2r02,THETÀ,GAMATIDIR)
C DSAT( iX)
c SATRN(C,SFI ,SFT,IX)
c
C The machine can be run in three ways:
c
C 1. The Motor-Generator case (M-G case). One side is connected to the
C power source, and the other to the electrical load. There may
C or may not be some mechanical load on machine's shaft.
C

c 2. The Generator-Generator case (c-c case). The machine is run by a
C prime-mover and two sets of three-phase voltages, displaced
C by GAMA, are produced by the machine.
c
C 3. The Motor-Motor case (t't-i'l case). The stator's windings are connected
C to two separate three-phase voltage sets, or are fed by the
C output of a 12 pulse inverter.
C

C The argument parameters are:
c
C - MS,NATNBTNC, Subsystem and nodes for phase a,brc,
C NX,NYTNZ xry, and z.
C

C - ANOM - Put ANOM = 1.0 to activate the subroutine ;C subroutine is skipped if ÀNOM = 0.0
C

C - EFD - Applied field voltage (nft=1.0 for rated
C open circuit voltage on the air gap 1ine;c (SEE sEcrroN 10.1.3 of Manua1).
c
C - TMECH - Mechanical torque in per unit.
C MUST BE A GLOBÀL VARIÀBLE.
C Input variable for M-G and M-M cases.
C Output variable for G-G case.
C

C - TE - Electromechanical. torque in per unit.
c
C - FLD - Fie]d current (FlD = .1.0 when EFD = 1.0
C in steady state; SEE SECTiON 10.1.3 of Manua1)
L
C - ITER - number of subiteration steps (usuatly .1).

c
C - PREAL1,PREAI2 - Real power in per unit (positive for
C generator operation)for sets 1 and 2.
c
C - PREÀCT'I,PREACT2 - Reactive power in per unil supptied by the

A2



c
c
C

c
C

C

C

C

C

c
C

c
c
c
C
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c
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c
c
c
c
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c
C

C

c
c
C

c
c
c
c
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
C

c
c
c

machine (positive for over excitation)
for sets 1 and 2.

- OMEGÀ

- CONSPD

machine angular speed calculated within
program in R¡n/S.

For M-G and M-M cases, CONSPD must be 0.0 or a
positive number. MechanicaJ. dynamics determine
the speed with initial speed OMEGA=CONSPD.

For G-G case, CONSPD must be negative and
OMEGA=-CONSPD.

Rotor's position at the end of each time-step,
in Electric Radians . Always: 0 < THETA < 6.28.

The load angle between the field and the direct
axis, in Radians.

- THETA

- DELTÀ

The input parameters to be read only at the beginning of the run
(f=0) from the data file in free format are:

- CARD 1- Direct-Axis Rectances: Stator Leakages, X1 and X2;
Unsaturated Magnetizing ,XMDOi Stator Mutual Leakage,
X12D; Rotor Mutual Leakage, X34D; Damper Leakage, X4D;
Field Leakage, X3D.

- CARD 2- Quad.-Axis Reactances: Magnetizing, XMQ; Stator Mutual
Leakage, X,12Q; Damper Leakage, X3Q.

- CÀRD 3- Resistances: Stator,Rl and R2; Field, R3D; Direct-Àxis
damper, R4D; Quad-Axis Damper, R3Q.

- CÀRD 4- Ineria Constant, H; Base Àngular Freq, OMO;
Mechanical Damping, D; Phase Shift Between Two Sets
0f Stator Windings, cÀMA (in degrees).
PLEÀSE NOTE THÀT D IS USED TO ATLOI¡ FOR WINDAGE AND
ROTATiONÀL FRiCTION AND THUS OPERATES ON THE P.U. SPEED
0F THE M0T0R. IF D>0.05, D iS TIMITED T0 .05 I

- CÀRD 5- The saturation curve is stored as pairs of points
(t,Sr), beginning at (0.0,1.0) and (11,1.0) where
SF is the saturation factor and I1 is the per unit
current at which the onset of saturation occurs.
À maximum of 10 pairs of points can be stored.
If less than 10 pairs are used the last pair must
be (-1.0,-1.0). rtre saturation curve in per unit
may be input directly or the voltage-current
characteristic may be entered again
starting with (0.0,0.0) and (r1,vl ) to (r9,v9) or(-1.0,-1.0). See subroutine SÀT(iX) for further details.

- CARD 6- VBÀS81, ABÀSE1, VBÀSE2, ÀBASE2
Rated RMS Phase Voltages in KV, and Rated RMS phase
currents in KA, For Both Sets.



c
C - CÀRD 7* initial values for: THETÀ, ID1, lDz, IQ1, IQZ, ID3
C

C Where:
C - THETA is the angle that the Ð axis of the rotor
C leads the A phase winding axis towards the
C B phase winding axis ( rtre physical rotor angle ! )

L
C THETÀ = Load AngLe + PI + Phase A Terminal Voltage
C Sine Wave AngJ-e.
C

C - IDl is the stator's lst set current transformed
C to the D axis.
C - ID2 is the stator's 2nd set current transformed
C to the D axis.
C - IQl is the stator's lst set current transformed
C to the Q axis.
C - IQ2 is the stator's 2nd set current transformed
C to the Q axis.
C - iD3 is the fiel-d current
c
C All currents are referenced on the internal current
C p.u. bases.
c
C Note: The Q axis leads the D axis in this model and the
C curents ID1, LD2, IQ1, and IQ2 are defined as positive
C into the machine.
cc ************************
C P iS POS. OUT OF THE MACHiNE
c Q rs POs. ouT 0F THE MACHTNE
C **********:k*************
c

iNCLUDE'emt.d'
INCLUDE'emt.e'

c
C VARIÀBLE DECLARATIONS
c

REAL ÀBASE1,ÀBÀS82,ÀNoM,ATER,A'l
REÀL CI NÀ, CINB, Ci NC, CINX, CI Ny, Ci NZ, CLA, CLB, CLC, CLX,

+ CLY,CLZ ,CON,CONSPD
REAL D,DDI TDDT,DED,DELT,DELTÀ,DEQ,DHT,DI,DQI,DT,DTHET,DTHETl
CHARACTER*72 DTJMLIN
REÀL EDi,EFD,EQI
REÀL FINTIM,FLD
REÀL GAMA

REAI H

REAL IATIBTICTIXTIYTIZ TIM
INTEGER I,ICH,IIN1,ITER,IXD,IXQ
II.ITEGER J
INTEGER MS

INTEGER N'1 TEST,N2TEST,N3TEST,N4TEST,NsTEST,N6TEST,NTTEST,
+ NA,NB,NC,NEXC,NX,NY,NZ

REAL NU

REAL 01,02,0M8GA,0M0
REAL pGB,PREÀCT1,PREÀCT2,PREÀL',l,PREAL2,pRINTrpsiDl,pSIg1,
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C

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

+ PSID2,PSIQ?
REAL Qi
REAL RÀMPV1,RAMPV2
REAL SÀ1 ,SÀ2,SFMT,SFMI ,STOR
REAL TE,THETA,TIME,TMECH,TS
REÀL UD.1 ,UD2,UF,U01 ,U02,UQ1 ,UQ2
REAL VÀ,VAR,VB,VBASEl ,VBÀSE2 ,VC ,VX,Vy,VZ
REAL Xl ,y,2 ,X12D ,X12Q,X34D,XD1 1 ,XD22,XF ,XI 1 ,Xrz,XI3 ,XI4 ,+ XI5,XI6,XKD,XM,XMDO,XMQ,XTl

coMMON /sl I rtun,DELT,IcH,pRrNT,FINTIM
coMMON lszl ston(Hnlo),runxc
COMMON /S¿l V¡n(¡¡nl I ) ,COn(¡¡¡l Z ) ,pc¡(¡u13 )

coMMON /sgi ¡¡ITEST,N2TEST,N3TEST,N4TEST,N5TEST,N6TEST,
+ NTTEST

DTMENST0N Dr (¿),Qr (+),nnr (¿),¡Ql (a),nol (+),nçr (a),nrn(+),
+ DEQ(4)

rF (rr¡rn.cr.o.o) GO To 1oo

r r' ( ( Hl TEST. NE. ND 1 ) . on. ( Hzrnsr. NE. ND2 ) . on. ( ¡¡¡rnsr. NE. ND3 ) . on.+ (N4TEST.NE.ND4).0n. (HSrnSr.NE.ND5).0n. (H6tnsr.NE.ND6) .On.+ (¡¡zrnsr. NE. ND7 ) )rHn¡¡
DUMLIN(1 :10) = .DBLSYNCIOO'

A1 = 0.0
cÀLL ourMsc(403,IcH,icH,ICH, À1, À1, DUMLIN )

ENDI F

CARD 1 : Xl,X2,XMDo,X12D,X34D,XKD,XF
CARD 2: XMQ,X12Q,XKQ
CARD 3: R1,R2,RF,RKD,RKQ

I IN1 =50

READ FIRST CARD OF MÀCHINE DÀTÀ

CÀLL RDCMNT
nn¡¡ (I IN1 , * ) x.1 ,x2 ,XMDO ,x12D,x34D,xKD,xF

sron(Hsxc+88)=x1
sron(¡¡nxc+89)=x2
sron(Hnxc+90 ) =xMDO
sron ( Hnxc +27 ) =x12D
sron ( Hnxc+2 ) =x3 4D

STOR (NEXC+4 ) =XKD
ston(Nexc+3)=xF
CAIL RDCMNT
READ (rlHl,*) sron(Hnxc+31 ),sroR(N6¡t+57),sron(Hnxc+3¿)
CÀLt RDCMNT

READ (IIN1,*) sroR(¡'rs¡t+83),stoR(Hnxc+g¿),sron1¡g¡g+5),+ sron(Hnxc+6),sroR(l¡nxc+¡g)
CALL RDCMNT

REÀD (ltNl ,*) H,oMO,D,GÀMÀ
CÀLt RDCMNT

nn¡n (IIN.1 ,*) (sron(¡lnxc+i )rI=61,80)
CÀtt RDCMNT



C

c
C

c

C

c
c

REÀD (I INI ,* ) VBASE.l ,ÀBÀSE1 ,VBASE2,ÀBASE2
CALL RDCMNT

READ (IIN1,*) Xl 1,Nrz,XI3,XI4,XI5,Xi6
STOR(NEXC+96)=Xr 1

SToR(NEXC+1 1 )=XI2
STOR(NEXC+12)=XI3
SToR(NEXC+4'1 )=XI4
STOR ( NEXC+42 ) =XI 5
STOR(NEXC+13)=Xr6

STOR(NEXC+gg) IS THE LOAD ANGLE + PHASE À TERMINAL VOLTAGE
SINE WVAE ANGLE.

sroR(NEXC+99 ) =STOR(¡,¡¡¡t+96 ) -3. 1 41 59

SET AND STORE BASE VALUES

STOR(NEXC+91 )=VBÀSE]
STOR(NEXC+93)=ÀBÀSE1
STOR(NEXC+92)=VBASE2
STOR(NEXC+94)=ÀBÀSE2
GÀMA=GAMA*3. 1 4 15927 I 1 80. 0

STOR(NEXC+98 ) =GAMA

ESTABLISH SÀTURATiON CHARACTERISTICS ÀND SET PARAMETERS
TO INITIAL VÀLUES.

CALL DSAT(63)

STOR ( NEXC+ 58 ) =2 . 0'kOMO*H
STOR(NEXC+59)=D
STOR(NEXC+60)=OMO

NEXC+82 ) =H
NEXC+10)=0.0
NEXC+14)=0.0
¡6¡g+32 ) =0. 0

NEXC+33 ) =0.0
¡6¡ç+35)=0.0
¡,lg¡t+40 )=0. 0

¡'¡¡¡Ç+43 )=0. 0

NEXC+44 ) =0.0

c
c
c
C

STOR
STOR

STOR

STOR
STOR

STOR

STOR

STOR

STOR

c
C

c

c
c
c

STOR(NEXC+87)=0.0
sToR(NEXC+97)=0.0
sroR(NEXC+100)=0.0

SET THE FIELD BASE VALUE

sroR (NEXC+95 ) =STOR ( HEXC+5 ) /SrOn ( l¡nXC+90 )

SET THE INITIAL SPEED

IF(CONSPD.tT. O. O ) THEN
STOR(NEXC+3O) = -CONSPD/OMO

ELSE
sroR(NExc+30) = CONSPD/OMO

ENDIF
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c
C INVERT THE QUÀD-ÀXIS INDUCTANCE MATRIX.
L

cArL DINVERT(30,3)
1 OO CONTINUE

iF(ÀNOM.LE.O.O) GO TO 999
DT=DELT*ST0R ( NEXC+6 0 )

C

C CHECK TO SEE IF DAMPING COEFFICTENT HÀS BEEN USED
c CORRECTLY. (¡¡OnUnr=0.0 )

C SINCE THE DAMPING TORQUE OPERATES ON THE PER UNIT SPEED, THE
C DAMPING COEFFICiENT WiLt BE DIVIDED BY OMO IF OUT OF RANGE.
C

r F ( STOR ( ¡¡nxc+s 9 ) . cr . 0 . 0 5 ) sroR ( ¡qs¡t+ 5 9 ) =STOR ( ¡¡nxc+ s g )+ I sroR(NExc+60 )

C

C SETTING INTERFACE IMPEDANCE T0 XD1 1 and XD22
c

rF (ess(sroR(NEXC+87)-ANOM).rn.1.08-05) CO rO ZZ
STOR(NEXC+87)=ANOM
xr1 =sroR(¡¡nxc+2 ) +sroR(Hnxc+3 ) *sron(NEXC+4 ) / ( sron(Hnxc+3 )+ +STOR(NEXC+4) )

xD1 1 =SToR1¡qs¡g+BB ) +sron(¡¡s¡t+90 ) *xr1 / ( sron(Nn¡g+90 ) +xr1 )
xD2 2=sroR ( ¡¡s¡t+8 9 ) +sron ( ¡¡nxc+ 90 ) *xr 1 / ( sron 1 ¡¡s¡t+9 0 ) +xr.1 )
xD1 1 =sToR(¡lnxc+g1 ) /sron1¡s¡g+93 ) *x¡1 1

xD2 2=sToR ( Hnxc+92 ) /sron ( ¡s¡6+94 ) *xn22
STOR( ¡qg¡Ç+85 ) =ANOM*DT*0 . 5/XD1 1

sToR ( NEXC+8 6 ) =ÀNOM*DT * 0 . 5 / XD22
71 CONTINUE
c

Gcr N ( NA,MS ) =GGI N ( NA,MS ) +STOR ( NEXC+8 5 )
cci N ( NB ,MS ) =GGI N (lin ,l,ls ) +stoR (¡texC+e S )

ccIN (NC ,Ms ) =GGr N (HC ,t'ls )+STOR (¡¡nxC+g S )

cGI N ( NX,MS ) =GGi N ( NX,MS ) +STOR ( HnXC+e e )
GGI N ( Ny ,MS ) =GGI N (HV ,t'ls )+StOn (NEXC+8 6 )
ccI N ( Nz,MS ) =GGI N ( Hz,l'fs ) +STOR ( ¡¡nxC+ge )

c
C SYSTEM MEASURED VOLTAGES
c

RÀMPV1 = .l .0 / SrOn(runXC+91)
RAMPV2 = 1.0 / sron(Hnxc+gz)
vÀ=vDC(ne,uS) * n¡l¿pv1
vB=vDC(tw,us) * R¡t'lpv1
vC=vDC(Hc,t'ts) * R¡l¡pv1
vx=vDC(Hx,t'ls) * Rtt',lpv2
VY=VDC(WV,t'ts) * n¡ltpV2
VZ=vDC (Hz ,t'ts ) * nel¡pv2

c
DTHET=0.0

c
D0 300 J='1 ,ITER
THETA=STOR ( NEXC+96 )

GÀt{À=STgR (HnxC+gg )

C

CALL DTRDQO ( VÀ, VB,VC,VX,Vy,VZ, UD 1, UQ 1, UO 1, UD2 rtJQz rlt}z,+ THETÀ,GÀMA,1 )
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STOR(NEXC+7)=UD1
STOR(NEXC+37)=UQ1
STOR(NEXC+8)=UD2
sTOR (¡¡g¡6+38 )=uQ2

c
C CALCULATE THE LOÀD ANGLE, DELTA.
c

VD=UD1
vQ=uQ1
IF(ÀBS(v0) .LT. 1 . 0E-6) VQ=1 . 0n-6
DELTA=ÀTAH ( VN/VQ )

C

UF=EFD*SToR(NEXC+95 ) * 1 . 41 421 4
STOR(NEXC+9)=UF

C

D0 1 l=
D] (I
0r (r

4

=STOR(¡lsxC+I+10)
=SToR ( n¡xc+l +¿0 )

1 CONTINUE
C

C GET SATURATION FÀCTOR
c

rM=Dr ( 'l ) +Dr (2 )+nr ( 3 )+nr (4 )

CALL SATRN( iM,SFMI,SFMT, 63 )

c
C CHECK FOR CHANGE iN SÀTURATiON FACTOR AND INVERT D-ÀXTS
C INDUCTANCE MATRIX
c

rF ( ess(sn¡r-sroR(NExc+97)) .cr. 1.08-6 ) rHnH
c
C SATURATION REQUIRES TÀNGENTIAL REACTANCE
c

sToR (NEXC+'1 ) =STOR (¡qE¡t+90 ) *Sn¡lr
CALL DINVERT( 0,4 )

STOR(NEXC+97)=SFMT
ENDI P

c
c FLUX CÀrCULÀTIONS REgUiRE rNSTÀNTANEoUS REÀCTANCE
(-

xM=sTOR ( ¡¡exc+90 ) *sFul
SToR(NEXC+1 )=XM
ÀTER=ITER
DDT=DT/ATER

C

C PRED]CT THE CURRENTS
C

I XD=0
I XP=3 6

cÀLL DAXIS(DI ,DDI ,gI ,DQI,IXD,iXg)
c

D0 4 I=1r4
EDI ( I )=DI ( I )+DDT*DDI (i )

EQr ( i )=Qr (i )+n¡r*oQl (l )
4 CONTINUE
c
C CORRECT THE CURRENTS
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C

c

I XD=0
I Xç=3 I
cÀLL DAXIS (EDI,DEÐ,EQi,DEQ, IXD, IXQ)
DHT=0. 5*DDT

c
D0 5 I=1r4

Di (r )=Dr ( r )+DHT* (¡¡l (r )+nnn(l ) )
QI (I )=QI (I )+nHt* (oQl ( I )+¡EQ( r ) )
SToR(NExc+I +1 0 ) =DI ( i )

STOR(NExC+r+40 ¡ =gi ( r )

5 CONTINUE
c

pREALI = (_Un1*Dr ( j )_uQt*gr (1 ) )*O.S
PREACTI = (+UD1 *gr ( 1 )-UQl *Dr ( 1 ) ) *0. S
pREÀL2 = (_U¡2*Dr e) _VçZ*er e) )*0. S
pREACT2= (+UD2*Qr (2)-UQ2*Dr (2) )*0.5

FLD=Dr ( 3 ) *SrOn(Hs¡Ç+90 ) *0. ZOZ I OZ

x1 =sTOR ( NEXC+Bg )

X2=SToR(¡¡nxC+99 )

X1 2D=STgR(H6XC+ZZ )

PSiDI =xM* (DI ('l ) +DI ( 2 ) +nl ( 3 ) +DI ( 4 ) ) +xl 2D* (Dr ( 1 ) +Dr 1 2 ) ) +x1 *Dr ( 1 )
psrD2=xM* (¡i ( 1 )+nr (2 )+Dr (3 )+Dr (4 ) )+x1 2D* (Dr ( 1 )+nr Q) ) +x2*Dr (2)
xMQ=5'¡6*(HEXC+¡l )

x12g=51'6p(¡lnxc+St)
pSI01=xMQ*(0i (1 )+Qr (Z)+er (3) )+x12Q*(Qr (1 )+Qr (2) )+xj*gl (t )
pSrQ2=xMQ*(Qr ( t )+Qr Q) +er(3) )+x12Q*(Ql ( 1 )+Qr (2) )+x2*Qr (2)
sToR (¡gg¡g+25 )=PSI D1

STOR ( NEXC+25 ) =PSI D2
STOR(NEXC+55)=PSIQ1
STOR ( NEXC+56 ) =pSr Q2

c
c CALCULATE ELECTROMECHANiCAL TORQUE
c

TE=(pSrD1*gl (1 )+psrD2*Qr (2)-psrQ1*Dr (1 )-psrQ2*Dr (2) )*o.s
STOR(NEXC+81 )=TE

c
c cALcurATE SHAFT TORQUE 0R SHAFT SPEED
C

oMO=STOR(¡¡nxC+60 )

rF (coHspn.cE.0.0) rHnu
NU=SToR (HnxC+¡O )

TS=TMECH+STOR ( NEXC+5 9 ) *NU

NU=NU+DD?* ( TE-TS ) /SrOn ( ¡¡nXC+S8 )

STOR(NEXC+30 ) =NU
OMEGÀ=NU*0M0

EtSE
NU=-CONSPD/OMO
OMEGA=-C0NSPD
SToR(NExc+30 ) =NU
TMECH=TE+STOR ( NEXC+ 5 g ) *NU

ENDÏ F

c
C CÀLCUIATE ROTOR'S NEI"I POSITION
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c
c
C

C

C

3

C

C

c
C

c

00

END

DTHETl =NU*DDT
THETA=THETA+DTHET 1

DTHET=DTHET+DTHET 1

STOR(NEXC+99) IS THE IOAD ANGLE + PHÀSE A TERMINAL VOLTAGE
SÏNE I.IÀVE ANGLE.

sroR (NEXC+99 ) =STOR (H¡xc+99 ) +(¡ru-'t . 0 ) *onr
iF (THETA.GT. 6 .28318532 )THETA=THETÀ-6. 28318532
STOR(NEXC+96)=THETA

CONTlNUE

OF INTEGRATION

CONVERT TO A B C SYSTEM CURRENTS

01 =0 .0
02=0.0

cÀLL DTRDQo(IA,IB,IC,IX, ry,rz,nr ( t ),Ql (1 ),o1,Dr(2),Ql ( 2),o2,
+ THETÀ,GAMA,-1)

STOR ( NEXC+28 ) =I A

STOR(NEXC+29)=iX

OUTPUT CURRENT

sA 1 =sToR 1¡qg¡6+93 ) *eNOu
sA2=sToR 1 ¡g¡ç+ 94 ) *eno¡l

CI NA=-I A* SA 1

CI NB=-I B*SA'l
CI NC=-I C*SA1
CI NX=-i X* SÀ2
CI NY=-I Y*SA2
CINZ=-I Z*SA?

COMPENSATING CURRENT

cLA=VDC (Hn,l,ts ) *SrOn ( l¡nxC+B 5 )
CLB=VDC ( Hn ,US ) *S1OR ( HnXC+g S )
SLC=VDC ( pC,t"ts ) *SrOn (¡¡gxc+B 5 )
cLX=VDC (nX,US ) *SrOn(nnxc+85 )

CLy=VDC (HV 
, t,ts ) * S1OR (HnXC+g e )

CLZ=VDC (HZ ,tts )*SfOn(HSXC+85 )

SUM CURRENTS TNJECTED INTO NODE

ccI N ( NÀ ,MS ) =CI NÀ+CIA+CCI H ( Ha ,US )

ccIN ( NB,MS ) =CINB+CLB+CCI N ( Wn,US )

ccI N ( NC ,MS ) =CI NC+CLC+CCI N ( NC ,US )
CCI N ( NX,MS ) =CI NX+CLX+CCi N ( NX ,MS )
ccI N (NY,MS )=CI Ny+CLY+CCI N (NV,lAS )

CCIN (NZ,MS ) =CINZ+CLZ+CCIN(uz ruS )

c
c
c

c
c
C

c
c
c
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C

999 NEXC=NEXC+1 00
RETURN

END
C

c ############################*##############################
c

SUBROUTINE D]NVERT ( TX,N)
C

c rhis subroutine is called by DBLSyNCI00 and inverts the directc axis reactance matrix (tx=O) and the quadrature axis reactance
c matrix (rx=30). tne rank of matrix (HiH) may be either 3 or 4C and must be specified.
C

INCLUDE 'emt.d'
c
C VARIABTE DECLARATiON
c

INTEGER I, IJ, IX, J TK TL TN,NEXC
REAL DET,STOR,T,U
REAL XA,XB,XCrXIN,X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6rX7rXg,Xg

c
CoMMON /SZl stOn(r¡¡l O ) ,runxc
DTMENSI0N IJ(10), XtH(4,4)

c
xÀ=sTOR(NeXC+lX+1 )

XB=XA+STOR ( NEXC+I X+27 )

XC=XA+STOR ( NEXC+I X+2 )

C

iF (N.80.¿) rHnH
XIN ( ,1 )=fi!+$1OR(NEXC+88)
XIN(1 ,2)=xB
xIN(1,3)=xÀ
xIN( 1 ,4)=xA
xIN ( 2, 2 ) =[¡+510R (NEXC+B g )
XIN(2,3)=XA
xIN(2,4)=xA
XIN ( 3, 3 ) =XC+STOR (NEXC+3 )
xrN(3,4)=xc
xTN ( 4, 4 ) =fif+gfoR (NEXC+4 )
D0 1 I=1 ,4
D0 .1 J=1rI
rF(J.EQ.r )GO TO 1

XIN(I,J)=XIN(;,1 )
1 CONTiNUE

D0 2 I=1rN
r;(l )=0

2 CONTINUE
L=U

12 ¡=[+1
iF (r.cr.N) co ro 100
T=0. 0

D0 '11 J=1,N
rF (i;(;).cr.0) co ro 1 1

U=ABS (xl ll (,: ,,1 ) )iF (u.rr.T) GO ro 11
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11

T=U
K=J
CONT] NUE

l; (lt )= 1

xIN(K,K)=1 . 0/xiN(n,n)
D0 3 I=1rN
D0 3 J=lrN
rF (r-x) 4,3,4
CONTINUE
iF (J-n) 5,3,5
CONTINUE
xIN(I,J) = xIN(t,,:) - ((xlN(I,K) * xl¡¡(tt,n)) o xl¡¡(n,,:))
CONTT NUE

D0 6 I=1rN
rF (r - K) J,6,7
CONTINUE
xIN(I,K) = xIN(t,tt) * xIN(tt,n)
xIN(K,I) = - (xlH(n,i) * xIN(n,n))
CONTINUE
c0 T0 12
CONTT NUE

SToR(NEXC+1 5 )=xIN( .1, 
1 )

STOR ( NEXC+ 1 6 ) =XI N (1 ,2)
SToR ( NEXC+ 1 7 ) =XI N ( 1 , 3

SToR ( NEXC+ 1 B ) =xI N ( 1 , 4

SToR(NExc+1 9 ) =XIN ( 2, 2
sToR (NEXC+20 ) =xiN ( 2, 3

SToR(NEXC+2 1 ) =xrN( 2,4
sToR (¡qgxg+22 )=xIN (3 ,3
sroR(NEXC+23 ) =XIN ( 3, 4 )
STOR ( NEXC+24 ) =XI N (4 ,4)

ELSE
X1 =XB+STOR(NEXC+BB )

X2=XB
X3=XA
X5=XB+STOR(NEXC+89)
X6=XA
xg=xA+sTOR(NEXC+34 )

X4=X2
X7=X3
X8=X6
DET=X1 * ( X5*X9-X6*XB ) +X2* ( X6*X7-X4*X9 ) +X3* ( X¿*XB-X5*Xl )

sToR (NEXC+45 ) = (X5*X9-X8*X6 ) /DET
sToR ( NEXC +46) = (X8*X3-X2*X9 ) /DET
sToR (NEXC +47 ) =(X2*X5-X5*Xg ) /nnT
SToR(NEXC+48)=0.0
sToR ( NEXC+4 9 ) = ( X1 *Xg-XZ*X3 ) /DET
SToR ( NEXC+50 ) = ( X4*X3_X j *x6 ) /nnT
SToR(NEXC+S'1 )=0.0
sToR ( NEXC+52 ) = ( x1 xx5-x¿*x2 ) /DET
sroR(NEXC+S3)=0.0
STOR(¡6¡g+54)=0.0

ENDI F

RETURN

END

6

100
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c ############################################################
C

SUBROUTINE DAXIS (D,DD,Q,DQ, IXD, IXQ )

c
C This subroutine is called by DBLSyNC100.
C The inverted matrices inv(ld) or inv(Lq) are specified
C by index IXD and IXQ; 0 for inv(rd) and 30 for inv(tq).
c
C THIS SUBROUTINE GIVES THE À.X+B.U TERMS iN THE EQUATTON
C DX/IT=A.X+B.U WHERE x iS THE CURRENTS.
c
C IXD=0 FOR DIRECT ÀXiS
C tx9=39 FgR QUÀD-AXIS
C

iNCLUDE 'emt.d'
C

C VARIABLE DECLARÀTIONS
c

REAL D,DD,DQ
INTEGER I,IXD,IXQ
INTEGER J
iNTEGER K

INTEGER NEXC
REAL NU

REÀL PSIDl ,PSID2,PSIQ1 ,PSIQ2
REAI Q
REÀL R1 ,R2,RF,RKD,RKQ
REAL SD , SQ, SToR
REÀL UD1 ,UD2,UQ1 ,UQ2,UF
REAL X',l rKz rX12D,X1 2Q TXD,XMD,XMQ,XQ

c
CoMMON I SZ / StOn(¡¡nl O ),Hnxc

C

DTMENST0N XD(4,4),XQ(4,4),D(4),Q(¿),SU(4),SQ(A),nO(4),D0(4)
C

IXD=IXD+1 5

IX9=1¡9*1 U

c
C FILLING IN INVERSE INDUCTION MATRIX FROM STORAGE
c

K=0
c

DO 2 I=1 t4
D0 1 J=I 14

XD ( I, J ) =STOR(¡EXC+IXD+K )

XQ ( I , J ) =STOR ( NEXC+I XQ+K )

K=K+ 1

1 CONTINUE
Dn(I)=0.0
DQ(I)=0.0

2 CONTINUE
c

XD(2,1)=XD(1 ,2)
XD(3,'1)=XD(1,3)
XD(3,2)=XD(2,3)
XD(4,1)=XD(1,4)
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xD(4,2)=xDQ,4)
XD(4,3)=XD(3,4)
xQQ,1 )=xQ (1 ,2)
xQ(3,1)=xQ(1,3
XQ(3,2)=XQQ,3
X8(4,1 )=xQ( 1 ,4
xQ(4,2)=xQ(2,4
xQ(4,3)=xQ(3,4
XMD=STgR(NEXC+1 )

xMQ=519*(nnXC+31 )

x1=sroR(¡¡nxc+98 )

x2=sTOR (¡¡nxc+g g )

uD1=sTOR(¡lnxc+z )

UD2=STOR ( nnXC+g )

uQ1 =sTOR(nnxc+:z )

uQ2=sToR (¡¡nxc+38 )

UF=STgR (¡uxC+g )

RF=STOR(HnxC+S)
RKD=ST0R (¡¡nxC+6 )

RKQ=51"9*(HnxC+36 )

x1 2D=sToR(Hexc+zz )

x12g=5.¡gp(xnxc+sz )

Rl=STOR(WEXC+83)
R2=STOR ( NEXC+84 )

NU=STgR(¡¡nxC+30)
PSIDl=Xt'tO*(D(
PSID2=XMD* (D(

SD( 1 )=UD'1-R1*D('1 )+NU*pSrQ1
sD ( 2 ) =uD2_R2*D ( 2 ) +NU*PSr Q2
SD(3)=UF-RF*D(3)
SD(4)=-RKD*D(4)
SQ( 1 )=UQ1 -R1 *Q ( 1 ) -NU*PSID.1
sQ ( 2 ) =uQ2-R2*Q ( 2 ) -NU*PsrD2
SQ(3)=-RKQ*Q(3)
sQ(4)=o.o

)+D( 2 )+D( 3 )+n(4 ) )+xl 2D* (D( 1 ) +¡( 2 ) ) +xt *D( I )

) +n ( 2 ) +o ( ¡ ) +l ( 4 ) ) +x1 2D* ( D ( 1 ) +o ( 2 ) ) +x2*¡ ( 2 )
PSIQ'l =xMQ* (0 ( I I +Q ( 2 ) +Q ( 3 ) ) +x1 2Q* (O ( 1 ) +Q ( 2 ) ) +x1 *Q ( 1 )
PSIQ2=rrMQ* (Q( 1 ) +eQ)+Q( 3 ) )+x1 2Q* (Q( 1 )+Q Q) ) +xz*ç(Z)

D0 3 I=1r4
D04J=

DD(I
DQ(l

CONTINUE
CONTiNUE

IL

=DD(r )+xD(r,J)*sD(J)
=DQ(r )+xQ(r,J)*SQ(J)

4
?

c

c
c
c

RETURN.

END

##### ### ######### #### ########## # # ################## ###### #

SUBROUTINE DTRDQO(À,F,C,X,y,Z,D1,Q1,O'1 rDz,Q2,02,THETÀ,+ GÀMA,IDIR)

This subroutine performs the three phase to D,Q,o transformation
(tOlR=1 ) and the inverse transfornralion (IDIR=:i ).

c
c
c
c
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C VÀRiÀBLE DECLARÀTIONS
c

REAL A

REAL B

REAL C,C1 1,C1 2,C13,C21,C22,C23
REAL D1 ,D2,DEG1 20
REAL GAMA

iNTEGER IDIR
REAL 01 ,02
REAL Q1,Q2
REAL S1 1,S12,S1 3,521,522,523
REAL THETA
REÀL X
REÀL Y

REAL Z

C

DEG120=2.094395'103
C11=COS(rHnre)
c1 2=cos (rHsre-onc1 20 )

C13=0.0-C1 1-C12
C2'1 =COS ( rHnre+Ceu¡ )

C22=COS( rHnre+c¡MA-DEG 1 2 0 )
C23=0.0-C21-C22
S'1 1 =SI N (r¡rnr¿ )

s1 2=srN(rsnre-oncl 20 )

S13=0.0-S1 1-512
S21=SiN(tgnre+Ceue)
S22=SIN (tHnte+ceMA-DEG'l 20 )

523=0. 0-S2 1-522
C

IF(IDIR.LT.O) CO rO ES
c
c ABC AND XyZ TO DQO1 AND DQO2 CONVERSTON
c

D1 = (C1 1 *¡+C1 2*B+C1 3*C ) *0 . 66666667
g1=(-S1 1 *À-S.1 2*B-S.1 3*C) *0 .66666667
01 = (A+B+C ) *0. 33333333
D2= (C2 1 r, X+C22*y +C23x Z ) * 0 . 666 66 66:.
e2= ( -521 *x-SZ2*y-523*z) *O . 66666667
O2= (x+y+z ) *0.33333333
RETURN

c
C DQ01 and DQ02 T0 ÀBC and XyZ CONVERSTON
c
66 A=(C11*u1_S1.1*ç1)+01

B= ( C1 2*D1 _S.l Z*Q1 ) +O.l

C=(C13*01_S13*pl )+01
N=(CZ1*D2_S2 lxç2)+O2
y= (C22*D2_922*ç2) +OZ

Z, = ( C23 x D2 _ SZ 3 * e2 ) + 02
C

RETURN
END

C

c ####### ########## ## # ############## #### ####################
c
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C

c
c
c
C

c
c
c
c
c
C

c
c
C

c
c
C

c
c
C

c

SUBROUTINE DSAT(IS)

This subroutine stores the saturation characteristic for
mutual magnetizing reactance (lS = 63).
This subroutine is call-ed by DBLSyNC.100 and requires no storage.
Ten pair of points (I,sr) are stored where SF is the saturatión factor
and I is the per unit current. Vlhen entering data via card 5, the firstpoint must be (0.0,'1.0) and the second (il.o,t.o) where I1 iá the per
unit current at which the onset of saturation occurs. If less than tenpoints are available , the last pair should be (-1.0,-1.0). when the
saturatíon factors are entered the subroutine checks for monotonically
decreasing factors with monotonically increasing currents and returns.

Alternately a voJ-tage-current characteristic may be entered with thefirst pair of points (0.0,0.0) and the second (l1,vj) where I1 is the
current in any units at which saturation commences. The voltage must
be input in per unit. Àgain if less than 10 points are availabte ttrelast pair entered must be (-1.0,-1.0) rhe program in this case
replaces the voltage with the saturation factor and rescales the
current to a per unit value based on the unsaturated value of
inductance previously input.

INCLUDE 'emt.d'

VARIÀBLE DECLARATIONS

REÀt ÀB
CHÀRACTER*72 DUMLIN
INTEGER IS,ISF
iNTEGER J
INTEGER NEXC
REAI STOR
REAL XO

COMMON /SZl SrOn(H¡lO),uexc
ISF = 19 + 16
rF ( (sron(HExc+ts-1 ).cr.0.999).ÀND.+ (sroR(NEXc+is-1 ) .rn.1 .001 ) ) coro e
x0 = SToR(¡¡nxC+rS+1 )/STOR(Hnxc+lS)
SToR(NEXC+iS-1 ) = 1.0

CALCULÀTE SÀTURATION FÀCTOR FROM VOLTAGE-CURRENT CURVE.

ÀB = 1.0
AB = XO/STOR(NEXC+g0)*SQRT(2.0)
D0 1 J= IS,ISF,2

IF (sron(¡¡nxc+¡).rr.0.0) coTo g

STOR(NEXC+J+1 ) = STOR(HexC+¿+1 )/(SrOn(¡¡ExC+J)*XO)
STOR(NEXC+J) = ÀB*STOR(HNXC+.:)

CONTiNUE
D0 2 J=IS,ISF,2

iF (ston(¡¡nxc+,¡) .m.0. 0) RETURN
iF (sron(Hnxc+J) .LT.sroR(¡¡nxc+,-l-2 ) )
r F ( sron (¡¡nxc+J+ 1 ) . cr. sroR (NExc+J- 1

CONTINUE
RETURN

GOTO 3

)) coro ¡

(-

c

c
C

c
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3 CALL 0UTMSG(+03,HEXC,NEXC,NEXC, AB, À8, DUMLIN )

RETURN

END

C

c #### ###### ############ # ##### ## ## # ######################
c

SUBROUTINE SÀTRN(C,SFl,SFT, I S )
C

C This subroutine is called by DBLSYNCl00 and determines
C saturation factors based on the current for the mutual
C reactance (lS=e:).
c
C The instantaneous saturation factor is determined
C by Linear interpolation betr,¡een points on the curve and by an
C exponential decay beyond the last points (ttris ensures that for very
C high currents the reactance remains positive).
C

C The tangential saturation factor is not interpol_ated and is
C obtained directly from the entered data"
c

iNCIUDE 'emt.d'
c
C VARIÀBLE DECLARATIONS
c

REAL ÀLPHA
REAL C,Co
REÀL DI,DS
INTEGER IS,ISF,IX
INTEGER J
]NTEGER NEXC
REAL SFI,SFT,SFO,STOR

c
coMMoN /szl sron(¡¡nto),Hnxc
J5p=lg+16

C

DO '1 J=IS,ISF,2
IX=J-'1
iF(sroR(NExc+J).rr.0.0) co ro 3

rF(sroR(NExc+J).cr.c) co ro 2

1 CONT]NUE
1A = lX+2
GOTO3

C

C Current is Within Tables
c
2 Dr=1.0/(sron(¡,¡nxc+ix+1 )-SToR(¡inxc+rx-1 ) )

DS=srOR ( NEXC+I x+2 ) -sron ( Hnxc+r x )
c
C interpolated Instantaneous Saturation Factor
c

SFI =STOR (¡¡nxc+i x ) +¡S* (C-SrOn (¡IEXC+I x-.1 ) ) * Dr
c
C Non-Interpolated Tangential Saturation Factor
C

SFT=( (sron(Huxc+ix+z )*sroR(NEXC+IX+1 ) )-+ (STOR(Nnxc+rx )*sron(Hnxc+rx-j)) )*ul
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RETURN
U

C Exponential Decay
c
3 sFO = sT0R(¡¡nxc+rx-2 )

C0 = STOR(HsxC+lx-3 )

ALpHÀ=ALoG ( sroR ( Nsxc+l x ) /sFo ) / ( co-sron ( Nnxc+l x- I ) )sFI = SFO*EXP(elpUe* (Co-C) )
Dr=1 . 0/ ( sron(¡¡EXc+rx-1 )-sroR(wnxc+ix-¡ ) )

c
C Non-interpolated Tangential Saturation Factor of the Last Section
c

sFT=( (sron(Hnxc+lx) *sroR(Hnxc+lx-l ) )-+ (sroR(NEXc+rx-2)*sroR(¡¡s¡t+rx-3)))*ti
RETURN
END
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C

C

C

c
c

C

c
L

C

C

c

SUBROUTINE DSDYN

This subroutine simulates the system with transmission J-ine being
modelled with both lumped and distributed parameters, and starts
the synchronous machine from standstill by pulsing action.

INCLUDE 'emt.d'
INCLUDE'emt.e'

COMMON /s1 / tIUn,DELT,ICH,pRINT,FINTIM
coMMON /Szl SrOn(Nnl O ) ,lrnxc
COMMON /s¿l v¡n(ND1',l ),CON(ND12),pcB(ND13)
coMMoN /s10/ PULS(6),CT(6)

Variable declarations.

REAL À0,ALPHA,AoRD
REAL CDD,CT,DTHET
REÀL EBO,EFDTEFVDTE0,EI rF,FLD,GAMMA,IMAX rp1 ,p2,pI ,pI _2rQ1 rQz
REAL RDT,ROFF,RoN,Sp, SPEED,THETÀ,V0
REÀL TIME,DELT,pRINT,FINTIM,CON,VÀR,VMAX,pGB,STOR
INTEGER NEXC,PUIS

Set the initial values.

IF (TIME.LT.DELT) THn¡¡

PI = 3.1 41592654
Pr_2= 6.283185308

RON = 0.005
RoFF = 1 .08+6
EBO = 1 .08+5
EFVD = 0.001
RDT = 5.08+5
CDD = 0.05

E0 - Initial value of EFD
El - Final value of EFD
TF - Time to ramp EFD
V0 - Voltage during the switching process (per unit)
A0 - ÀORD during the first phase of switching
F - System frequency
SPEEÐ - Machine speed at TIME=O.0 (per unit)

E0 = VÀR(1)
E1 = VAR(2)
TF = VAR(3)
V0 = v¡R(4)
A0 = ACOS(v0)+pilS.O
[ = vAR(s)
SPEED = VAR(6)

THETA=0 .0
DTHET=0.0
OMEGÀ=SPEED*375. 99

c
c
c
c
c
c
C

C

C
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D0 1 I=1 ,6
CT(I )=0.0

1 CONTINUE

ENDÏ F

C

C Source VoJ.tages
c

T1=F*Pi 2*TIME
rz=pr _273 "0
VMAX=1.41*8.87
ES ( 1 8, 1 ) =\,[r{[¡*SIN(T1 )

ES ( 1 9 , 1 ) =\,rlr{fi[* 5 ] N ( T 1 -T2 )

ES ( 20, 1 ) =\,rlJfi[*SiN ( T'l +T2 )

C

C Control system's model
c

CALL DCoNT(À0,ÀORD,THETÀ, IT1,IT2,DTHET,IPULS)
c
C Rectifier's model
C

CALL G5P2OO(
&

&

&

&

,.18,'19,20,
4 r15 r17 , 0 r14 r16
5', 0'r14'r1'7 

"16" 

0"
ÀoRD , 1 0 . 0 , 1 0 0 . 0 , F , 1 , 1 , 0 ,
ALPHA,GAMMA,RDT,CDD,RoN,ROFF,EFVD,EBO )

c
C Inverter's model-
C

cÀLL THYR25(',l, 1 0, 7,RON,ROFF,PULS( 1 ),nnO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT( 1 ) )
C

CALL THYR2ï(1, g, 0,RON,ROFF,PULS(2 ),EBO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT(2) )
c

CALL THYR2ï(1 ,10, g,RON,ROFF,PULS(3 ) ,nnO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT(3) )
c

cAtL THYR2ï(1, 7, 0,RON,ROFF,PULS(+),nnO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT(4) )

C

CALL THYR25 ('1,'1 0, g, RON,ROFF, PULS ( 5 ),EBO,EFVD,RDT,CDD, CT ( 5 ) )
c

CALL THYR25(1, 8, 0,RON,ROFF,PULS(6),nnO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT(6) )
C

C Fie1d voltage
c

iF(TIME.tT.TF)rHn¡¡
EFD = E0 + (el-nO)*riun/tF

ELSE
EFD = E1

ENDI F

c
TMECH =0.0
CONSPD=VÀR(9)*376.99

c
C Machine's model
c

CALL DBLSYNCI00 (1,7,9,9 14,5,6, 1 .0,EFD,TMECH,TE,FLD, 1,+ P1,Q1 ,P2,Q2,OMEGA,CONSPD,THETA,DELTA,
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+ DTHET)

SPEED=OMEGAI 37 6,99

IMÀx=1.0/30.0

PGB( 1)=CDC(10,11,
PcB( 2)=(COC(7,10,
PGB( 3 )=(cnc(8,1 0,
PGB( 4)=(cnc(9,10,

) /lMex
) - c¡c1,7,1
) - c¡c(8,8,1
) - cnc (9,9,1

)/r¡rnx
) /ru¡x
) /runxpcs( 5)=cDC( 18,'18,1 )/ruex

pcs( 7)=vDC(18,1)/wnx
PGB( B)=vDC(15,1)/w¡x
pes( 9)=vDC(1+,1)/wex
pcs( 1 0 )=vDC ( 1 0, 1 ) /w¡x
PGB( 1 1 )=ÀORD
pcs (

pcs (

pcs (

2 )=vDC (7 , 1 )/wax
3 )=VDC (g , 1 )/w¡x
4)=VDC(9,1)/vuex

c
c
c

pcs(15)=TE
PC¡('15)=SPEED
PCS(17)=THETA
PCs(18)=iPULS
PCs(19)=EFD
PcB(20)=FLD
pcn(21)=CT(1)/r¡l¡x
PGB(22)=cT(2) lwnx
PGB(23)=Cr(3)/lunx
pcB(24)=Cr(¿)/ruex
PGB(25)=CT(5)/rt'r¡x
PcB(26)=CT(6)/lr,l¡x
PcB(27)=ir1
PcB ( 2B )=IT2
PGB (29 )=CT (1T-1 ) /IMAX
PGB(30)=CT(IT2)/IMAX

RETURN
END

# ##### ################ ## ################## # ## #### ######### #### ### ###

SUBROUTINE DSOUT

iNCIUDE ' emt. d'
INCLUDE ' emt. e'

COMMON /SI / TII¿S,DELT,ICH,PRINT,FINTIM
COMMON /sZl ston(Hnl O ),wnxc
coMMoN /s¿l v¡n(ND1 1 ),coN(N0.12),pcB(NDl 3)

REÀL TIME,DELT,PRINT,FiNTIM,CON,VAR,VMÀX,PGB,STOR

RETURN
END

####################################f###############################
c
c
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SUBROUTINE DCONT(A0,AORD,THETA, IT'1, iT2,DTHET, IPULS)

i NCLUDE ' emt . d'
INCLUDE'emt.e'

COì.iI,ÍON /S1 / TTME,DELT,ICH,PRINT,FINTIM
CoMMON /S2l STOR(ND10),NEXC
COMMoN /s4l vAR(ND1.1 ),COH(¡¡nlZ),ecn(N013)
CoMMON lS10l PULS( 6) ,Cr( 6)

REÀL ANGLE , AoRD , A0 , CT , DTHET , pi 
, 
pI _2

REAL RoTATE,RoT1,R0T2,THETA,TIMER1,ToFF
REAI TIME,DELT,pRINT,FINTIM,CON,VAR,VMÀX, pGB,STOR
INTEGER INDEX, IPULS, IT1,IT2,K,PULS

PI = 3.1 41592654
PI_2 = 6.283185308

I F (Ti ME. LT . DELT )rHn¡¡
TOFF = DELT
TIMER'1= TOFF
IPULS = 1

INDEX = 1

ROTATE= 0.0
ENDi F

R0TATE=R0TATE+DTHET
ROTl = THETA*180.0/PI
ROT2 = ROTATE*1BO.O/PI

rF(rPULS.EQ.1) CO rO
IF(INDEX.EQ.1) GO TO

I F (CT ( I T I ) . tE. O . O . AND. CT ( I T2 ) . LE. O . O . AND. ROT2 . GE. 6O . O 1 )THEN
TIMERl =0 . 0

ENDI F

CONTiNUE

IF (TiMERl .LT.TOFF ) THN¡¡
I NDEX = .1

A0RD=3 .7
G0 T0 16

ELSE
INDEX = 0

IF(TrMERl .EQ.TOFF) rHsH
K=0
iF(ROT1.GE. O.O.AND.ROT1.LT. 6O.O) K=O
rF(ROT1.cE. 50.0.ÀND.ROT1.rr.'120.0) n=1
rF(RoT1.cE. 1 20.0.AND.ROT1.LT. 180.0) K=2
rF(ROT1 .cE. 180.0.ÀND.ROT1 .LT.240. 0) ¡<=3
rF(ROT1.GE.240.0.AND.ROT1 .rr.300.0) K=4
rF(RoT1 .c8.300.0.ÀND.ROT1.LT.360.0) K=5
rF(ROT.l .cr.360.0) ROTl = ROTl - 360.0
ROTATE= ( nOrl -K*60. 0 ) xpr / I eO. O

20
20

c
20
C
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10

11tt

12

'13

14

ENDI F
ENDI F

ROT2 = ROTATE*1BO.O/Pi
ANGLE = 58.0
IF ( ROT2. LT. ANGTE ) THSH
iPULS = 1

ELSE
IPULS = 0

ENDÏF

D0 I I='1 ,6
PULS(I) - O

CONTINUE

rF(rPUrs.EQ.1 ) rHnH
A0RD=40
rF(K.EQ.0) cO ro 9
iF (K.EQ. 1 ) cO TO 1 0
r F (K. EQ.z) cO rO 1 1

rF(K.EQ.3) cO ro 12
iF(K.EQ.4) GO rO 13
rF(K.EQ.5) cO rO 14

PULS(3)=1
PUIS(2)=1
I T'1 =3
IT2=2
G0 T0 15
PULS(4)=.1
PUIS(3)=1
iT1=3
IT2=4
G0 T0 .15

PULS(5)=1
PULS(4)=1
iT1 =5
IT2=4
G0 T0 15
PULS(6)=1
PUrS(5)=1
IT1 =5
fT2=6
G0 T0 15
PULS(6)=1
PUIS(1)=1
IT1 =1
I'12=6
G0 T0 15
PUtS(2)=1
PULS(1 )=1
IT'1=1
II2=2

CONîINUE
ELSE

c
Itr
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tb

C

A0RD=3. 7

ENDI F

CONTINUE
TiMERI =TiMERl +DELT

RETURN
END



c
c
C

C

c
C

C

c
C

C

SUBROUTINE DSDYN

This subroutine simulates the acceleration of the machine.
Transmission line is modeled r,rith distributed parameters.

INCLUDE 'emt.d'
INCLUDE'emt.e'

COMMON I SI / TIun,DELT, ICH,PRiNT,FTNTIM
COMMON /szl ston(¡l¡to),nnxc
COMMON ls+/ vnn(¡ml I ),coll(Hutz),ecn(ND1 3)
coMMON /s101 PULS(6),Cr(6)

Variabl-e declarat ions "

REÀt ALPHÀ1,AoRD
REAL CDD,CT,CONSPD,DELTA

. REAI EBO , EFD , EFVD , EFO , F , FLD , GAMMA
REAL ID,IMAXl,IMAX2
INTEGER IPULS,TT1,TT2
REAL oMEGA,p1, p2,pI,pr _2,Q1,Q2,RDT,ROFF,RON,SpD,SPEED
REÀL TE,TFR,THETATTMECH T"II,T2TVMAXl 

'VMÀX2REAL TIME,DELT,pRINT,FINTIM,CON,VÀR,pGB,STOR
INTEGER NEXC,PULS

Set the initial values.

IF (TIME.LT.DELT) tHn¡I

PI = 3. .1 41592654
Pr_2 = 6.283185308

TIMER= 0.0
RON = 0.005
ROFF = 1 .0E+6
EBO = 1.0E+5
EFVD = 0.001
RDT = 5.08+5
CDD = 0.05

F-
SPD
SPEED -
EFO
TFR
THETÀ -
DELTÀ -

F

SPD

SPEED
EFO

THETÀ
TFR
DELTÀ

System frequency.
Machine speed at TIME=0.0 (per unit).
Machine speed.
Machine field voltage at TIME=0.0.
Time to let the machine spin freely.
Rotor' s mechanical position.
Rotor' s load ang1e.

= VAR(1)
= VAR(2)
= SPD

= VAR(3)
= veR(4)
= VAR(5)
= 0.0

C

c
c
L
c
C

C

C

c



ENDI F

c
C Source Voltages
C

VMAX'1 =1 .41*9.611
V'\4AX2=22.5
IMAXl =0.0347
IMAX2=0 .0444
T1=F*pI 2*TiME
T2=Pr _Z7Z.O

c
ES( 1B,1 )=VMÀX1*SrN(T1 )

ES ( 1 9, 1 ) =VMAX1 *STN( T1 -T2)
ES (20 ,1 )=VMAX1*SIN(T1+'¡2¡

c
C ID - DC current in the T. Líne, in per unit.
C AORD - Delay angJ.e for the rectifier.
c

rD=(CDC( 1 0, 1 1, 1 ) ) ltunxZ
cÀLL DCoNT1 ( ID,AORD,SPEED)

c
ALPHAl=0.0
CALL DCONT2 (THETA,ALPHÀ1,DELTA, IPULS,ITI, IT2 )

c
C Let the machine spin freely for TFR second.
c

iF(TIMER.LT.TFR) THEN
A0RD=3.7
D0 1 I='1 ,6

PUIS(i )=0
1 CONTTNUE

ENDI F
C

C Rectifier's model.
C

CALL G6P200( 1, 18,19,20,
4,15 r17 , 0 114 116,
5, 0,14,17116r 0,

AoRD , 1 0 . 0 , 1 00 . 0 , F , 1 , 1 , 0 ,
ÀLPHA,GÀMMA,RDT,CDD,RON, ROFF, EFVD,EBO)

c
C I nveter's model.
c

cÀLL THYR2ï(1,10, T,RON,ROFF,PULS(.1 ),nnO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT( 1 ) )
c

cÀtl THYR2ï(1 , g, 0,RON,ROFF,PULS(2 ) ,nnO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT(2) )
c

CALL THYR25( 1 ,10, g,RON,ROFF,PULS(3) ,nSO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT( 3) )
c

cAtt THYR25(1, 7, 0,RON,ROFF,PULS(4),EBO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT(4) )
c

cÀtl THYR2ï(1,10, g,RON,ROFF,PULS(S),nnO,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT( 5) )
c

cAtL THYR?ï(1, 8, 0,RON,ROFF,PULS(6),n¡O,EFVD,RDT,CDD,CT(6) )
c

EFD = EFO

&

&

&

&
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c
c
C

TMECH = 0.0
CONSPD = SPD*376.99

Machine's model.

CALL DBLSYNCI00 (1,7,8,9,4 15 r6,1 .0,EFD,TMECH,TE,FLD, 1,
+ Pl,Q1,P2,Q2,OMEGA,CONSPD,THETA,DELTÀ)

SPEED=OMEGAI 37 6 .99

Phase a's real angle"

THETAl =THETÀ+PI
I F ( THETÀ 1 . GE. P] 

-2 
) THETA 1 =THETA 1 _PT 

_2

Output quantities.

C

c
C

c
C

c
PGB

PGB

PGB

PGB
PGB

PGB

PGB
PGB

PGB

1 )=cDC( 1 0, 1 1,1) ltuexZ
2)=(c¡c (7 ,i0,1) - cDc (j ,7 ,1 ))/lu¡xl
3)=(coc(8,10,1 ) - cDc(8,8,1 ) )/i¡lexl
4)=(coc(9,10,'1 ) - cDc(9,9, I ) )/ruexl
5)=cDC( 1 8, 1 8, 1 ) /ruaxt
7)=VDC('18,1)/wexl
I )=vDC (.15,1 )/wexl
9)=vDC(14,1)/wexZ

10)=VDC(10,1)lvu¡*Z
PcB( 1 1 )=ALPHAl
PGB(12)=YDC(1,
PGB(13)=VDC(8,
PGB(14)=VDC(9,
PcB(15)=TE
PGB(16)=SPEED
PcB(17)=THETA.I
PGB(18)=EFD
PGB(19)=FLD
PcB ( 20 ) =I PULS
PcB(21 )=P1
PGBQ2)=P2
pGB(23)=Q1
pcn(24)=e2

)/v¡rexl
) /vuexl
)/w¡xl

PcB(25)=Cr(1)/r¡l¡xZ
PcB(26)=cT( 2) /tutxz
PGB(27)=Cr(3)/iuexz
PcB(28)=Cr( q) ltutxz
PcB(29)=Cr(5)/iuexZ
PcB(30)=Cr(6)/lu¡xZ
PcB(31 )=iT1
PGB(32)=IT2
PcB ( 33 ) =Cr( 1T1 ) /iMAX2
PcB ( 34 ) =CT ( rT2 ) /iMÀx2
PGB(35)=ÀORD
pcB ( 36 )=VDC (4 , 1 )/wexl
PcB( 37 ) =VDC ( 5, 1 ) /W¡Xl
PcB( 38 ) =VDC ( 5, 1 ) lW¡Xl
PGB(39)=THETA
PGB(40)=DELTA

B 10



c

C

TI MER=TI MER+DELT

RETURN
END

c
c ##########################################t#############t###########
c

SUBROUTINE DSOUT
c

INCLUDE 'emt.d'
I NCLUDE ' emt . e'

C

COMMON IS1 I TwE,DELT,IcH,PRINT,FINTiM
coMMoN lsZl sron(Hnl O),nnxc
CoMMON /S+/ v¡n(ND1 1 ),CON(ND12),eCt(N013)

C

RETURN

END
c
c ################ #################################### ################
c

SUBROUTINE DCONT'l ( tn,eORn,SPEED)
C

INCLUDE 'emt.d'
iNCLUDE'emt.e'

c
COMMON /S1/ TIME,DELT,ICH,PRiNT,FINTIM
c0ì,il40N /s2/ sroR(ND10 ) ,NEXC
CoMMoN /s4l VAR(ND1',l ),CON(nntZ),pcs(ND13)

c
C Variable declarations.
c

REAL AINT,AORD,A0RD0,ERRoR, ID, ID0
INTEGER INDEX
REAL PI,PI _2,PI_5,SPD,SPEED,TiD0

c
iF(TIME.LT.DEIT) tHN¡¡

c
Pi = 3.1 41592654
pr _2= il /2.0
PI_6= il16,0

c
C SPD - Machine speed at TiME=O.0 (per unit)
c

SPD = VAR(2)
c

ENDT F

À0R00 = Pi

TID0 = 30.0
IF(SPEED.LT.'1 . OO1 ) THEN
rD0 = 0.95*(rino-uuE)/TrD0+0.05
iNDEX=0

ELSE
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ID0 = 0.0
iNDEX=1

ENDI F

C

ERROR = IDO-ID
c

ÀINT=-PI 3 (pI,20. 0,-1 0. 0, 1 0 " 0, 0. 0,ERROR)
c

AORD=AORD0+AI NT
I F (AORD. GT. Pi ) eOR¡=pI
TF(AORD.LT. O. O)AORD=0. O

AORD=ÀORD+PI 6

c
iF ( TNDEX.EQ. 1 )¡on¡=3. z

c
RETURN
END

.C
c ####################################################################
c

SUBROUTINE DCONT2 (tHntÀ,ALPHAl,DELTÀ, IPULS, IT1,IT2 )

c
INCTUDE 'emt.d'
INCLUDE'emt.e'

c
COMMON /S1/ TIME,DELT,ICH,PRINT,FTNTIM
CoMMON /S2l STOR(ND1 0) ,NEXC
CoMMoN ls+¡ vÀR(ND11 ),CON(¡l¡lZ),nCn(ND13)
CoMMON lslo¡ PUrS( 6) ,CT( 6)

c
C Variable declarations.
c

REÀt AK,ÀLPHA1,ALPHÀ2,ALPHÀ3
INTEGER IPULS, IT1,IT2,K
REAL PI ,PT _2
iNTEGER PULS
REÀL THETA,THETAl,THETA2,THETÀ3,THETÀ4

C

I F ( TT ME . LT. DELT ) THEN
PI = 3.1 41592654
PI_2 = 6.283185308

ENDI F
c

D0 1 I=1r6
PULS(r)=0

1 CONTINUE
c
C THETAI - Phase a angle + load angle.
c

THETÀ1 =THETA+PI
IF(THETAl .GE.PI-2) tHNrEl=THETAl-PI 2c-

C THETA2 - Phase a angle, in degrees.
c

THETA2=THETÀ1 _DELTÀ

IF(THETA2.LT. O. O)THETÀ2=THETÀ2+PI 2
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T F ( THETÀ2 . GE. PI 
-2 

) THETÀ2=THETÀ2-PI 
-2THETA2=THETA2* 1 8 O . O/PI

C

C THETA3 - New phase a ang1e, shifted to the natural commutation point.
c

THETA3=THETA2-30.0
IF(THETÀ3.LT. O " O ) THETA3--THETÀ3+360. O

c
C THETA4 - The angl-e to determine the thyristors to be fired.
C

THETA4 =THETA3 -ALPilÀ 1

IF(THETA4.LT. O.O) THETA4=THETA4+]S¡.¡
IF(THETÀ4.GE. 360. O ) THETÀ4=THETA4-360. O

c
K=0
IF(THETA4.GE. O.O.ÀND.THETA.LT. 6O.O) K=O
IF(THETÀ4.G8. 6O.O.AND.THETÀ.LT. 120.0) K=1
IF(THETÀ4.GE. 1 20.O.AND.THETA.LT. 1BO. O) K=2
IF(THETÀ4.GE.'180. O.AND.THETA.LT.24O. O) K=3
IF(THETA4 .G8.240. O.ÀND.THETÀ.LT. 3OO. O) K=4
IF(THETA4.GE. 3OO. O.AND.THETA.LT. 360. O) K=5

c
AK=K
ÀLPHÀ2=AK* 6O . O+ALPHÀ 1

IF ( ALPHA2 .GE. 360. O ) AIPHA2=ÀLPHA2-360. O

ÀLPHA3=AK*60. O+ÀLPHA1 +.1 5. 0
TF (AIPHA3.GE.360. O )ALPHÀ3=ALPHA3-360. O

c
I F ( ALPHA2. GT. ÀLPHA3 ) THEN
ALPHA2=ÀLPHA2-1 00.0
ALPHÀ3=ALPHÀ3-1 00.0
THETA3=THETA3-1 00. 0

rF(ÀrpHÀ2.LT. 0. 0 ) erpHe2=ALpHA2+360. 0

IF(ALPHA3.LT. O. O ) ALPHA3=ÀLPHA3+360 " O

rF(THETA3.LT. 0. 0 ) rHnre3=THETA3+360. 0

ENDI F

c
I F ( THETÀ3 . GE. ALPHA2 . AND . THETA3 . LT . ÀLPHA3 ) THEN

I PULS='1
ELSE

I PULS=0
ENDI F

c
rF(iPUrs.EQ.1 ) rHnH

C

rF(K.EQ.0) cO rO 2

rF(K.EQ.1) cO rO 3

rF(K.EQ.2) GO TO 4

rF(K.EQ.3) cO rO 5

iF(K.EQ.4) GO rO 6

iF(K.EQ.5) c0 r0 7

2 PTJLS(1)='1
PULS(2)=1
IT1 =1
7T2=2
GOTOS
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I
c

PUIS(2)=1
PULS(3)=1
IT1=3
IT2=2
GOTOS
PULS(3)=1
PULS(4)=1
IT1=3
IT2=4
GOTOS
PULS(4)=1
PULS(5)=1
IT1=5
IT2=4
GOTOS
PULS(5)=i
PULS(6)=1
IT1=5
IT2=6
GOTOS
PULS(6)=1
PULS(1)=1
I T'1= 1

I'12=6
CONTJ NUE

ENDIF

RETURN
END
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Datafile for pulsing with T-mode1
C

1 . 0E-5 50. 0E- 1 25. 0E-4
1

22
0.0

Load

1 .08+6
'1 .08+5
1 .08+5
1 .08+5
1 .08+5
1 .08+5
1 .08+5

I nverter

1 0 7 1.08+6
10 I 1.08+6
1 0 9 1.0E+6
7 0 .1 

.08+6
I 0 1 .08+6
9 0 1 .08+6

Transmision Line

10 1 1 7.55
11 12 0.0
12 0 0.0
12 13 0.0
13 14 1.55

Conver t er

C

c
C

18
19
20

99

21 0

121
221
321
41
52
63

line

INVERTER
SI DE

TUMPED

TRANSMI STON
LINE

CONVERTER
SI DE

/urln
/nnrt, FiNTIME, pRINT

/oNn sussYSTEM
/Hurq¡nn oF NODES

/vorrs

LOAD
SI DE

c
c
C

C

c

C

c
c

/l
/l
ll
/l
/1
/l

0.054
0.0
0.054

2.56

ln
/r
lclt
ln

14 15
14 16
14 17'15 

0

16 0

170

.0E+6

. 0E+6

.0E+6

.0E+6

.0E+6

.08+5

/1It/\
/t
/lt)
/j
l\

99
c
9

c
c
c

C

9

c

c

Sourc e

/rnnut¡lerns BRANcH DÀTA

/rnnul¡¡¡rES souRCE DÀTA

0.001
0.001
0.001

Transformer data

2
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18 0 0.0 62.606719
15 22 0"0 62"575415

888
19 0

16 22
888

200
11 22

0. 0 52.6067 19

c
999
999
-2.0 2.0

30
1 " 0 1 .0 0.0 0. 10 60.0 0.0

c 80, 81, TF, V0, F, SPEED
c
C Machine' s Parameters
c
0.0279 0.0279 0.3268 0.0 0.0 0.0756 0.0394
0. 1 393 0.0 0. 1 393
0.042 0.042 2.25E.-3 0. 1 B1 0. 1 1 09
0.663 376.99 0.0 30 " 00.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.99 3.0 0.98
4.0 0.97 5.0 0.96 6.0 0.95 -'1 .0 -1.0

14.14 0.02357 14.14 0.02357
0.0 0"0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

/rnRur¡l¡rES TRANSFoRMER DÀTÀ

/tnRr''l¡¡erns r-LINE DÀTA

/pnrHrplor LrMrrs
/Hu¡rsnn oF ourPUT cHÀNELS
/v¡ns

/ x1,x2,xMD,x1 2D,x34D,x4D,x3D
/xt'tQ,x1 2e,x,4e
/R1 ,nz,R3D,R4D,R3Q
/H,ouo,D,GÀMA

/s¡runerroN DATA

/vs¡snl,ABÀsE1,vBÀsE2,ABASE2
/rHer¡,ID.1 ,ID2 , iQl ,re2 ,rD3
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C

c
c

c
C

c

21 0

121
221
321
41
52
63

10 7

10 B

10 I
70
BO
90

1

3

4

c
C

c

c
C

C

4

4
4

6
7

Datafile for pulsing
C

1 .0E-5 50.08-1
1

22
0.0

Load

'1 .08+6
'1 

" 0E+5
1 .08+5
1 " 0E+5
1 .08+5
1 .0E+5
1 .08+5

I nverter

1 .0E+6
1 .08+6
1 .0E+6
1 .08+6
1 .08+6
1 .08+6

Transmision Line

v¡ith distributed line

25 "08-4

/ri rrn

/nnrr, FI NTIME , PRI NT

/o¡rn sussYSTEM
/HuMenn oF NODES

/vorrs

LOAD
SIDE

10
12
13

/l
/l
l1/J
llll
l1

l\
lt
/l
/jll
/t

0.001
0.001
0. 001

/n
/n
/n

INVERTER
SIDE

CONVERTER

Si DE

Converter

1 5 1 .0E+6
16 '1 .0n+6
17 1 .08+6
0 1 .0n+6
0 1 .08+6
0 1 .0n+6

1

1

1

18
19
20

2

18 0

15 22

99

Sourc e

C

9

c
c
c

Transformer data

0.0 62.606719
0.0 62.575415 0.0 62.6067 19

/rnnurHerES BRANcH DATA

/rnR¡'tN¡IES souRcn DATA

/Huunnn oF wrNDrNcs

0.001
0.001
0.001

c
999
c
c
c
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B8B
19
16

8BB
20
tt

99

Distribuled T. Líne data

1 0 1 1 1.6 100.0 150000.0 0.005 0.00s
12 11 9. 5531 998- 1 '1 . 2927538+3 2 .2057218-4
3.1555688-4 1.0

999
-2.0 2.0

30
1 .0 1 .0 0.0 0 " 10 10.0 60.0 10.0 0.9 0.0

c 80, E1, TF, V0, TÀ, F, TOM, SPTSPEED
c
C Machine's Parameters
C

0.0279 0.0279 0.3268 0.0 0.0 0.0756 0.0394
0. 1 393 0.0 0.1 393
0.042 0.042 2.258-3 0.181 0.1109
0.663 376.99 0.0 30.0
0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 0.99 3.0 0.98
4.0 0.97 5.0 0.96 6.0 0.95 -1.0 -1.0

14.14 0.02357 14.14 0.02357
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

/rnnurH¡rEs TRANSFORMER DÀTA

/rnR¡rt¡¡erES T-LINE DATÀ

/pntHrpror LiMrrs
/HUl',ln¡n OF OUTPUT CHANELS
/vens

l x1,x2, xMD, x1 2D,x34D,x4D,x3D
/xt'lç,x1 2e,x4e
/n'1 ,R2,R3D,R4D,R3Q
/H,ouo,D,GÀMA

/setun¡rioN DATA

/vs¡snl,ABASE'1,vBASE2,ÀBASE2
/runte, ID1, rD2,re1,re2,rD3

0

22

0

22
C

9

C

c
c
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Datafile for
C

1 .08-5
1

22
0.0

Load

accelerating the machine

1 00.08-1 50.08-4

ltlrr'n

lnsm,FiNTIME, PRINT
/onn sunsYSTEM
/¡rul'r¡nn oF NODES

/vorrs

LOAD
SiDE

C

c
C

c
C

C

c
c
c

C

c
C

21 0

121
221
321
41
52
63

10
10
.10

7

I
9

1 .0E+5
1 " 0E+5

I nve.rter

7

ö

9

0

0

0

.0E+5

.08+5

.0E+5

.08+5

.08+5

'1 . 0E+6
1 .0E+6
1 .0E+6
1 . 0E+6
.1 

. 0E+6
1 .0E+6

ll
ll
/l
ll
tl
ll

Transmision Line

iNVERTER
SI DE

CONVERTER

SIDE

0 11

213
3 14

0.001
0.001
0.001

ln
ln
/n

14
14
14
15
16
17

Conver t er

1 5 1 .0E+6
16 1 .0n+6
17 1 .0E+6
0 1 .08+6
0 1 .08+6
0 1 .0E+6

Sourc e

ll
lt
lt
/I
/l
tl

C

999
c
c
c

18
19
20

2

18
15

Transformer data

0 0. 0 73 "59739722 0.0 73.560s98 0.0 73.597397

/rnnutH¡rEs BRÀNcH DATÀ

/rnnMi¡rergs SOURCE DÀTA

/HuMssn oF wiNDTNGS

0.001
0.001
0.001

c
999
c
C

c
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888 I1e0 I
16 22 I888 I200 I1722 I

C

999 /TEnI-'ÍINÀTES TRANSFoRMER DATÀ
c
C Distributed T. tine data
f
1 0 1 1 1.6 100.0 100000.0 0.005 0.005 I
12 1 1 9" 553 1 998-1 1 .2927538+3 2.2057218-4
3. 1 555688-4 1 .0 I

999 /rnRur¡l¡rns T-LiNE DATA
-2.0 2.0 /pnlHrpror LrMirs
40 /Hur'lsnn 0F oUTPUT CHANELS
60.0 0.25 1 "25 0.0 0.05 /vens

c F, sPD, EFO, THETA,TFR
C

C Machine's Parameters
C

0,0279 0.0279 0.3268 0.0 0.0 0.0756 0.0394 lx1,x2,xMD,x12D,x34D,x4D,x3D
0.1393 0.0 0.1393 /x¡lQ,x12Q,x4Q
0.042 0.042 2.258-3 0.181 0.',l109 lA1 ,nZ,R3D,R4D,R3Q0"663 376.99 0.0 30.0 /H,or"tO,D,cAMA
0.0 1 .0 't .0 1 .0 2.0 0.99 3.0 0.98
4.0 0.97 5.0 0.96 6.0 0.95 -1 .0 -1 .0 /s¡runerloN DATA
9.617 0.0347 9.617 0.0347 /vs¡sn1,ÀBASE1,VBASE2,ABÀSE2
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.25 /runre,IDl ,1D2,rQ'l ,rQ2,rD3
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